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More Clues About Murder 
Of Princess Diana 

Dark Connedions Go BaWong Way. 
While the legacy of accomplishments of this beautiful person, 

Princess Diana, is exceeded only by the worldwide admiration for 

her, many remain suspicious of the official explanation of her 
“accidental” death. And rightly they should, if ones are either 
students of history or of the modern world scene! 

For the past two weeks CONTACT has carried news about 
Diana’s death (read: murder, assassination, rub-out, etc.). Our 
information has been “just a bit” at odds with the official news 
media propaganda on the matter-but what else is new?! 

In our Front Page story immediately after the tragedy, titled 
Desperate Move By Monarchy’s House Of Windsor To Preserve 
The “Grand PIann, Commander Hatonn hinted at the deep and 
complex roots of disdain which were responsible for strangling 
the budding alliance of Diana, Princess of Wales, and Dodi al 
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Fayed. This would have been much more than simply a romantic “merger”. 
In last week’s CONTACT, further clues surrounding this complicated and 

historically-deeply-tangled story were presented via information supplied by the 
National Vietnam P.O. W. Strike Force. We titled that outlay, More Clues: 
Another Perspective On Princess Di Tragedy. The most important information 
in that article was what linked this tragic murder to the longstanding Arab- 
“Israeli ” animosities. Unfortunately, the actual vast historical depth of the 
skirmish was not addressed. 

This week we continue with more revelations. The first item, from Eustace 

(Please see More Clues About Murder Of Princess Diana, p. 20) 
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neers believe further reductions in gas-to-liquid 
costs are inevitable. Conventional refineries could 

‘, be made obsolete if governments took early action 
to insist on clean gas-based fuels. “The companies :.; 

+ are scared to push [the technology] because gov- 
9/13/97 DR. AL OVERHOLT Sheriff Mattis emphasized that he is not a radi- ernments might simply say this is the new fuel stan- 

cal man. He said he is only dedicated to protecting 
KNOW YOUR LAW: the constitutional rights of the citizens of his county. 

dard,” says Terry Le Roux;an industry consultant. 
These fears have not stopped a flurry of activ- 

SHERIFF BOOTS FEDS He added that ordinary citizens are not the only 
FROM HIS COUNTY ones bound by and expected to obey laws. Elected 

ity among some of the world’s biggest oil compa- 
nies to position themselves in the gas-to-liquid fu- 

officials and government employees at all levels of els market. 
THIS SHERIFF IS A HERO 

Exxon, the biggest U.S. oil company, 
government are also bound by and should ‘be ex- 

WE WILL APPRECIATE LATER 
is in talks to build a large natural gas plant in the 

petted to obey certain laws. Persian Gulf state of Qatar. Exxon is also consid- 
As long as Sheriff Mattis is the high-sheriff of ering a plant in Alaska to be built in conjunction 

From the INTERNET, 9/10/97: [quoting] Big Horn County, he seems determined to make sure with British Petroleum. Statoil, Norway’s state pe- 
Sheriff Dave ,Mattis of Big Horn County, Wyo- private citizens and government officials alike act troleum company, recently agreed with Sasol of 

ming, said this week that as a result of Case #96- within the law and their designated powers. South Africa to study whether its version of the 
CVO99-J, U.S. District Court, District of Wyoming, Sheriff Mattis came across as a soft-spoken, process could be adapted to offshore oil and gas 
he now has a written policy that forbids federal polite man whose only interest is protecting the citi- platforms and production vessels. Most other big 
officials from entering his county and exercising zens he was elected to serve. That being the case, oil companies are also investigating the technology. 
authority over county residents unless he is noti- he might be the sheriff for as long as he wants to The key to commercial viability of gas-to-liq- 
fied first of their intentions. be. uid fuel plants is the technology’s modern innova- 

After explaining their mission, Mattis said he Sheriff Mattis is hopeful that other sheriffs will tions-especially the cobalt-based catalyst over 
grants them permission to proceed if he is convinced assume the same stance. [End quoting] which the gas is passed at high pressure and tem- 
they are operating within the legal parameters and WOW!! This is the kind of story we’ve been perature. Shell engineers at Bintulu say the plant, 
authority limitations set forth in the U.S. Constitu- waiting for-for far too long. Wouldn’t it be nice which has been operating since 1993, is now work- 
tion. if he got a flood of mail, complimenting and giving ing about 97 percent of the time. “In the last three 

The sheriff grants permission on a case-by-case him support for his true heroism? (Please don’t years, we’ve learned more than in the 15 previous 
basis only. When asked what, if any, repercussions clog up his phone and fax lines and thus prevent years of research,” says Saw Choo Boon, manag- 
he had gotten from the Feds, he quickly and confi- him from accomplishing his work.) ing director of Bintulu. 
dently replied, “None whatsoever”. He explained Also, wouldn’t it be nice if this example were The pace at which new plants proliferate will 
by saying, “They know they do not have jurisdic- brought to the attention of the thousands of other depend more on economics than technology. “With 
tion in my county unless I grant it to them”. local sheriffs? $20 oil prices [the 1996 per-barrel average], you 

Mattis clarified his position by saying the fed- Let’s take back control of our counties and have a fighting chance to realize such a project,” 
era1 court had ruled the state of Wyoming is a sov- states Deacefullv. It can be done. says Jacometti. But some industry analysts believe 
ereign state and the state Constitution plainly states such plants could be viable with oil prices as low 
that a county sheriff is the top law enforcement of- THE LATEST LIOUID GOLD as $15 a barrel if combined with a power station or 
ficial in the county. desalinization facility. 

Additionally, Sheriff Mattis contends that the From WORLD PRESS REVIEW, 9197: [quoting] Sasol estimates the total cost of a facility at 
U.S. Constitution, Article 1, Section 8, clearly de- A jungle setting on the coast of Borneo may between $25,000 and $30,000 per daily barrel of 
fines the geographic territories where the federal seem an improbable site for a high-technology ex- production, or about $300 million for a lO,OOO- 
government has jurisdiction. AmendmentX, he said, periment that could revolutionize the world’s oil barrel-a-day plant. That is roughly twice the cost 
states that “the powers not delegated to the United industry. But tucked away in a corner of Bintulu, of a conventional refinery, but feedstock costs of a 
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to a deep-water port on the South China Sea, is the conventional refinery are between $16 and $18 a 
the States, are reserved to the States respectively, world’s first commercial plant designed to turn barrel; remote gas plants would have to bear only 
or to the people.” natural gas into virtually pollution-free diesel fuel, the cost of extraction. 

Therefore, Mattis thoroughly believes the Feds jet fuel, and naphtha, a valuable chemical compo- Some expect the technology to proliferate 
have very limited powers in any state unless the nent. quickly. A report by consultant Wood Mackenzie 
local high-sheriff allows them to exercise power “It’s not inconceivable that such a plant can be estimates that half the world’s proven gas reserves 
beyond that which the Constitution provides. an alternative to a conventional refinery,” says Jack are located in remote areas that cannot economi- 

“Put another way,” Mattis said, “if the sheriff Jacometti of Royal Dutch/Shell, which operates the tally justify the construction of pipelines. They 
doesn’t want the Feds in his county, he has the con- $750-million gas-to-liquid fuel facility. The plant would, however, provide a substantial base for a 
stitutional power and right to keep them out or ask at Bintulu reflects growing belief in what has long gas-to-liquid fuel industry. 
them to leave.” . been the oil industry’s holy grail: that huge reserves Although industrialized countries will probably 

Accompanied with other legal interpretations of worthless remote natural gas-reservoirs too far prize most highly the quality of the fuels produced 
Mattis stands on the definition of the word “sover- from a market or too small to justify development- from the gas-to-liquid process, the technology may 
eign”, which is defined by Webster’s as “paramount, can be turned into an easily transportable, high- also allow developing or former communist coun- 
supreme. Having supreme rank or power. Indepen- energy liquid. Successful exploitation of the tech- tries to leapfrog investment in expensive conven- 
dent: a sovereign State”. nology would potentially allow oil companies to tional energy infrastructure projects. 

Mattis said he grew weary of the Feds coming earn billions of dollars from sleeping assets. An indication of the high quality of the fuel is 
into his .county and running rough-shod over county Bintulu, in Malaysia’s Sarawak state, is a far that diesel at the Bintulu plant easily meets the 
residents: i.e., illegally searching, seizing prop- cry from the conventional crude-oil refineries that world’s toughest standards. Levels of sulfur and 
erty, confiscating bank accounts, restricting the free supply the world. Although natural gas is relatively aromatics-elements that are at the center of fierce 
use of private lands and other abuses, without a low in energy potential, it is the cleanest hydrocar- debates in Europe and the U.S.-are so low as to 
valid warrant and without first following due pro- bon resource. The 12,000 barrels a day of crystal- be beyond detection. The diesel derived from natu- 
cess of law as guaranteed by the Constitution to clear fuel it produces contrast sharply with tradi- ral gas would give drivers much higher mileage than 
every citizen. tional black diesel. Even the waste products are conventional diesel. 

As long as Mattis remains sheriff he says he white, with the waxy consistency of face creaIn or The big question is whether such a high-qual- 
will continue to see to it that the citizens of his petroleum jelly. Other byproducts are water, which ity fuel would command equally high prices. In 
county get their day in court. some Shell engineers claim is clean enough to drink order to avoid undermining existing markets, some 

Mattis went on to say that, to his knowledge, safely; and a soot-like residue that can be used as a companies prefer to see the new fuel as a blending 
even the IRS< has not attempted to seize any citizen’s soil conditioner. agent to be mixed with poorer quality, crude oil- 
real property, bank account or any other privately- But gas-to-liquid fuel projects., which until now derived fuels. 
owned possessions since he ran the Feds out of his have not been seen as commercially viable, also However the fuel is introduced, the international 
county. pose potential problems for oil companies. Engi- oil industry finds itself in an unusual position: For 
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once, it is well ahead of the environmental debate. One of the points of contention in Friday’s rul- RETURN OF THE PAWPAW 
[End quoting] ing was a brief mention in Ienaga’s high school his- 

It’s about time for us to quit the hydrocarbon tory textbook of the Japanese army’s unit 73 1, Where oh where is dear little Nellie? 
addiction entirely and go to zeropoint-free en- which conducted experiments in germ warfare and Way down yonder in the pawpaw patch. 
ergy-devices, which the Elite have been stash- tried to create plague outbreaks in China. [End 
ing away for decades. quoting] From Popular Science, 8197: [quoting] 

If we apply enough pressure, we can get rid The pawpaw memorialized by this ditty is a 
JAPANESE COURT SAYS of some of our censorship here, also. delicious and nutritious fruit. Related to the South 

MINISTRY ILLEGALLY CENSORED 
HISTORY BOOKS 

From THE DAILY NEWS, 8/30/97: [quoting] 
In a landmark victory for Japanese who have 

been trying to educate young people about their 
country’s wartime atrocities, the Supreme Court 
ruled on Friday for the first time that the govern- 
ment had broken the law by censoring textbooks to 
remove references to the slaughter of civilians. 

The ruling was a remarkable triumph for an 83- 
year-old education professor, Saburo Ienaga, a frail 
and bespectacled man who has led a 32-year court 
battle to force the government to allow schools to 
use textbooks that give children a glimpse of the 
brutalities committed by Japanese forces in China, 
Korea, and elsewhere during World War II. 

Ienaga’s other lawsuits had ended in defeat, but 
on Friday the Supreme Court sided with him and 
declared that the Education Ministry had gone too 
far in its censorship. The court ordered the minis- 
try to curb its censorship in the future as much as 
possible and not to impose its own ideas on the 
scholarship of those who write the books. 

The court ruling goes to the heart of an issue 
that continues to ignite soul-searching and debate 
in Japan and fierce acrimony between Japan and 
other Asian countries. The ruling was therefore 
not just about the past but also about the present, 
because a major reason for the tensions and antago- 
nisms swirling through Asia is resentment at Japa- 
nese brutality in World War II and the perception 
that Japan has never confronted what it did. 

China, South Korea and North Korea, in par- 
ticular, are deeply suspicious of Japan and some- 
times worry that Japan’s reluctance to teach chil- 
dren about the past suggests that it may become 
aggressive again. 

American custard apple, it is the largest edible fruit 
FORD TOP EXEC native to the United States, 3 to 5 inches long and 

WARNS OF UN MONITORING weighing as much as a pound. Pawpaws originally 
U.S. INDUSTRY: . grew wild in Eastern woodlands, and Indian tribes 

AUTO AND GAS helped spread them south and west. 
PRICES WILL RISE Bruisable skins and big seeds make pawpaws a 

BEYOND OUR MEANS! forbidden fruit. 
So why can’t you find pawpaws in the super- 

To be sure, Ienaga’s victory was only a partial 
one. The court, as expected, declared that the Edu- 
cation Ministry’s system of censoring textbooks is 
itself legal; it simply found that the ministry had 
abused the system by deleting references to well- 
documented atrocities. 

“Unfortunately, we did not receive the all-out 
victory that we had hoped for,” Ienaga said at a 
news conference. “But the ruling revealed that text- 
book screening can be illegal.” 

The ruling, which granted Ienaga token dam- 
ages of $3,400, is likely to be important primarily 
for its moral force, emboldening scholars who write 
textbooks, and making Education Ministry censors 
more hesitant to demand changes. Already, the cen- 
sors have given up enormous ground, allowing far 
more straightforward treatment in the books than 
was imaginable a dozen years ago. 

One of Ienaga’s battles, for instance, was over 
the word “aggression” in school textbooks. The 
ministry ordered him in the 1980s not to character- 
ize Japan’s invasion of China as aggression, say- 
ing the term had ‘<negative ethical connotations”. 
It suggested that he use the expression “military 
advance”. 

Under pressure from China and South Korea, 
the government later backed down, and textbooks 
now contain passing references to Japanese “ag- 
gression”. 

From FREE AMERICAN NEWSMAGAZINE, market? The flavorful fruits are burdened with soft, 
8/97: [quoting] thin skins and oversize seeds. This combination 

Ross H. Roberts discourages large-scale processing and distribution. 
Vice President-General Manager Thus, the pawpaw has remained available only to 
Ford Division rural Nellies and hobbyist gardeners. 
June 5,1997 All that may be changing, however, thanks to 
to: All Ford Dealers the efforts of pawpaw fanciers at Kentucky State 

University, the USDA’s Agricultural Research 
Subject: Letter to President Clinton on Global Service’s National Clonal Germplasm Repository 

Warming (emphasis ours-Ed.) in Corvallis, Oregon, are experimenting with tis- 
sue culture and cryogenic preservation to develop 

You may be unaware of a major policy issue varieties that they say could be marketed commer- 
that will greatly affect the auto business--from the cially within the next decade. 
kinds of vehicles we can sell to the cost of driving “Public interest is staggering,” says Desmond 
to overall vehicle affordability. Layne of Kentucky State. “We had more than 2,000 

The Clinton Administration has announced its inquiries last year alone.” Information about how 
support for legally binding caps and cuts on, en- to grow pawpaws can be found at 
ergy use for developed countries that would be www.hort.purdue.edu/newcrop. [End quoting] 
enforced by a UN agency. Developing eations After the scientists play around with this fruit 
such as China, Korea, and Brazil will not be re- it probably won’t be worth anything nutrionally or 
quited to make a similar commitment. These caps tastewise. 
and cuts are expected to be finalized in December 
of this year in Kyoto. BLACKS SHOWN AS POOR 

The Administration sees this as a political “win” 
and a way to position the U.S. as an environmental From THE MODESTO BEE, 8/19/97: [quoting] 
leader. Because it is an international negotiation The media uses pictures of Blacks more often. 
led by the U.S. State Department, most Americans than Whites to illustrate stories about poverty even 
don ‘t know what s going on or understand the im- though most of the nation’s poor are White, a Yale 
plrcations. University study found. National news magazines, 

For the auto industry, the implications are clear. including Time, Newsweek and UcS. News and 
Such a treaty would necessitate major gasoline World Report, pictured Blacks 62 percent of the 
price increases and likely would lead to other mea- time in stories on poverty, though statistics show 
sures, including higher CA-FE and restrictions on only 29 percent of Americans below the poverty 
vehicle use. Many countries in Europe already are line are Black according to the study by Martin 
implementing such measures in anticipation of the Gilens, an assistant professor of political science. 
agreement. The exclusion of developing nations [End quoting] 
from any commitment will hurt U.S. competitive- This is typical of how we are propagandized to 
ness and result in an outflow of jobs to those na- be prejudiced according to the Elite’s control needs. 
tions, and the UN would be in charge of monitor- 
ing compliance. Alex Trotman believes this the “THE BEST AND WORST 
most important governmental issue the industry is OF EVERYTHING” 
facing. BEST NEWS FOR MORTALS 

The President is scheduled to give the keynote [YEAR r19961 ROUNDUP) 
address at a UN meeting on this subject on June 
23. We need to let the President know that we are From PARA DE ULi GAUNE, 12/29/96: [quoting] 
watching, and we are concerned. We are asking British scientists say they’re working on a 
for a few minutes of your time to personalize the “Soul-Catcher” memory chip, which would record 
attached pro-forma letter to. the president with a human memories and thoughts, and expect it to be 
copy to your U.S. Senators since the Senate will working within 30 years. “With these chips, we 
eventually have to ratify any treaty. Please fax a wouldn’t have to rely on holiday snapshots and our 
copy of your letter to Ford’s Governmental Affairs memories. We could simply play our experiences 
Communications at 313-248-1550. back to each other,” says Chris Winter, head of 

We would certainly appreciate your support on British Telecom’s artificial life team. “By com- 
this critical industry issue. bining this information with a record of a person’s 

Sincerely, genes, we could recreate a person physically, emo- 
Ross Roberts [End quoting] tionally and spiritually,” he said. “This is the end 
Certainly, all of us should write our senators of death-immortality in the truest sense.” 

about these sly tricks to cripple our economy fur- With some folks we know, we’ll settle for “The 
ther!! Best of.. .” [End quoting] 
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They can create the ‘Frankensteins” such as 
Bush, Clinton and hundreds of others, without spiri- 
tuality now. But, only God can create the spiri- 
tuality within. 

ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION 

From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, letter 
to editor, 9/97: [quoting] 

The Daily News Aug. 31 story “Illegal immi- 
gration less than thought”, was a real relief: Only 
a million illegal Mexican immigrants crossed our 
border in the past decade, according to a joint study 
we conducted with the Mexican government. 

If you believe this is an unbiased report with- 
out political considerations, then you have prob- 
ably been snorting or smoking something smuggled 
across the same border. If we are to believe the 
figures then 1 guess we don’t have any problems 
associated with illegal immigrants. -Bill Ham- 
burg [End quoting] 

I’m glad there are some people who will write 
in to papers who publish this Elite propaganda and 
try to set the record straight. 

RUSSIAN NUCLEAR WEAPONS 
MISSING. LEBED SAYS 

From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 915197: 
[quoting] 

Russia’s military has lost track of 100 suitcase- 
size nuclear bombs, the nation’s former national 
security chief has told American lawmakers, who 
expressed alarm to the Clinton administration. 

But U.S. and Russian officials discount the 
claims by retired Gen. Alexander Lebed, the ousted 
one-time foe of President Boris N. Yeltsin. 

“We don’t have any evidence to support what 
(Lebed) said and responsible Russian officials have 
specifically denied it,” a White House official said 
Thursday. “We have no credible information any 
nuclear weapon, suitcase or not, has even been 
available on the black market.” 

The official, speaking on condition of anonym- 
ity, confirmed, however, that the Russian military 
has such portable nuclear bombs. 

Security experts describe these portable, suit- 
case devices as the “perfect terrorist weapon” in 
the wrong hands. 

Lebed described the devices as Special Atomic 
Demolition Munitions that are designed for sabo- 
tage behind enemy lines -blowing up bridges or 
command centers for example. The l-kiloton 
nuclear bombs, which weigh 60- 100 pounds and can 
fit into a suitcase or backpack, can kill 50,000- 
100,000 people and devastate a portion of a city, 
according to Lebed. 

In May, Lebed said a congressional delegation 
led by Rep. Curt Weldon, R-Pa., that as Yeltsin’s 
top defense expert last year he discovered the Rus- 
sian miiitary couldn’t account for 48 of 132 of suit- 
case bombs. 

In going public, Lebed upped the total of miss- 
ing suitcase bombs to 100 out of 250 in an inter- 
view with CBS’ 60 Minutes. 

“1 don’t know their location.” Lebed told CBS 
in a program. scheduled to air Sunday. 

“I don’t know whether they have been destroyed 
or whether they are stored or whether they’ve been 
sold or stolen. 1 don’t know,” Lebed said. 

Lebed added that when he told Yeltsin, “I did 
not see any reaction” and the russian military didn’t 
institute an Inventory check. 

Former Defense Minister lgor Rodionov told 
CBS, “He never had any information, a single re- 

port” that suitcase bombs were stolen. [End quot- 

iwl 
Could one of the missing bombs be what was 

used in the New York Trade Center bombing? 

TYSON ANNOUNCES 
PURCHASE OF HUDSON 

From UNKNOWN, 8/97: [quoting] . . 
Tyson Foods, the nation’s largest poultry pro- 

ducer, is buying Hudson Foods for $642 million just 
weeks after Hudson recalled a record 25 million 
pounds of hamburger in a contamination scare. 

The deal, which was announced Thursday and 
is subject to regulatory approval, comes a week 
after Hudson said it expected its quarterly earn- 
ings to be down by at least 30 percent because of 
the E. coli scare, which cost Hudson its biggest 
customer, Burger King. 

Hudson recalled the meat under government 
pressure after ground beef processed at its plant in 
Columbus, Neb., was found to be tainted with the 
deadly bacteria. [End quoting] 

Is this another Mafia-type game where you 
cause severe financial loss to the business you want 
to take over and then buy it out at a few cents on 
the dollar? It looks mighty suspicious to me, espe- 
cially when you consider that Tyson has ties all the 
way to Clinton. Do you really think the govern- 

ment won’t give its approval? 

NEW DOCTORS MISS A BEAT 
WITH TRIED-AND-TRUE 

STETHOSCOPE 

From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 9/?/97: 
[quoting] 

If any one tool could be declared the symbol of 
the medical profession, it would surely be the 
stethoscope. But the ability to use that tool may be 
a dying art, according to a study of 453 recent medi- 
cal graduates. 

The new doctors, residents from 31 training 
programs in internal medicine or family practice, 
made the correct diagnosis only 20 percent of the 
time when asked to identify common heart abnor- 
malities by listening to recordings of patients’ heart- 
beats. 

Residents who knew how to play a musical in- 
strument scored a few points higher than those who 
did not, but the overall rate of correct diagnoses 
was still “disturbingly low”, said the researchers, 
whose study is being published today in The Jour- 
nal of the American Medical Association. 

The scores should have been at least 70 percent 
to 80 percent correct, said Dr. Salvatore Mangione, 
an author of the paper. He and Dr. Linda Nieman, 
both from Allegheny University of the Health Sci- 

GAIACOIA 
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talline drias. This combination of ingredients has produced a product that is so high- 
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ences in Philadeluhia. said thev conducted their titular an incident in which a rising flood trapped not have vou know about. Keen that in mind with 
d 1 _ - - _ 

study to test an idea expressed by many medical some of Pavlov’s dogs in their cages. The water 
educators that-doctors are less skilled than they used rose to their heads, before receding. Pavlov found 
to be at traditional tasks like examining patients that the intense fear the dogs experienced had 
and making diagnoses based on physical findings. “wiped clean* the tricks they had been taught. 

Mangione said he found the findings troubling. Following this event he found they could be “re- 
“This is an important skill,” he said. “Everybody programmed”. Further experiments by the SASI 
agrees that the bulk of our diagnosis, 80 percent of SIS (Special Air Services/Secret Intelligence Ser- 
it, is based on the patient’s history and the physi- vices) during the 195Os, including in Malaya and 
cal exam .” A doctor who knows what to listen for Kenya, showed Tavistock that such stresses, with 
can find out a great deal with a stethoscope, he said, resultant “reprogramming” could be applied to en- 
especially about heart valve disorders. tire societies. 

Doctors who lack that ability may harm patients 
by failing to recognize important problems. REPORTING BACK TO 
Mangione said, or they may cause needless anxiety TAVISTOCK 
and expense by ordering tests to diagnose heart 
murmurs that they should have known, just from By the early 196Os, Emery, together with the 
listening, to be harmless. chairman of Tavistok’s governing council, Dr. Eric 

Mangione and Nieman said that .their findings Trist, was giving lectures to select audiences at 
were especially worrisome in today’s era of man- Tavistock on methods to brainwash entire societies. 
aged care, because generalists-including family In this new age of communications, they said, a 
practitioners and internists like those in the study- series of short, universal shocks would destabilize 
are taking care of more and more people. [End a targeted population, plunging it into a form of 
quoting] “shell shock”, a mass neurosis. If the shocks were 

This is a good indication of the dumbing-down repeated over a period of years, a more and more 
of education all the way up into the professional infantile pattern of thinking would develop. (At 
realms where it is a direct link to your life or death! ! last, some understanding as to why the electorate 
Our we ready to WAKE UP-YET?? keeps on voting for its executioners?) 

BAR-B-OUE? OOPS!! AND THE TAVISTOCK AGENDA? 

From the INTERNET, 8/97: [quoting] Emery elaborated these concepts in his 1976 
Sometimes being the editor of a health maga- article in Tavistock’s magazine Human Relations, 

zine seems like a curse-there are some things I’d entitled, “The Next Thirty Years: Concepts, 
rather not know! Like when I found out grilling is Methods, and Anticipations” and in his 1975 book 
both a health and environmental hazard. In the past, Futures We Are In. In the latter he outlined three 
I’ve looked forward to summertime backyard bar- stages of a process: (1) People would “lose their 
becues. To me, everything tastes better cooked over moral judgment”; (2) next, “segmentation”-soci- 
coals. But did you know grilled meat is a health eta1 disintegration-would begin, in which the 
risk? According to the National Cancer Institute, individual’s focus moves from the regard for the 
grilled meat contains potent carcinogens called het- nation-state to a preoccupation with the local com- 
erocyclic aromatic amines that form when amino munity or family; and finally, (3) “disassociation” 
acids in meat and creatine, a chemical in muscle would set in, “a world in which fantasy and real- 
tissue, are heated together at temperatures exceed- ity are indistinguishable”, in which the individual 
ing 2 12°F. Smoked meat is also contaminated with becomes the mere ‘societal unit’. Emery called this 
polycylic aromatic hydrocarbons, another carcino- final result “Clockwork Orange” after the Anthony 
gen created when fat from meat drops onto hot coals Burgess novel, in which habitual, random violence 
and sends smoke back up into the meat. In addi- by gangs of youth is the order of the day, while 
tion, cooking meat over charcoal emits air-pollut- adults retreat to their television sets and other forms 
ing compounds including hydrocarbons, furans, ste- of “virtual reality”. 
roids and pesticide residues. 

Soyfoods, vegetables and fruit, which don’t A RETREAT FROM REALITY? 
form carcinogens when grilled, are much safer 
choices for summer cookouts. [End quoting] For example: What level of public reaction 

If you continue to listen to every bit of food involving parents of young children, occurred 
advice you’ll never eat again. The safest way to when the “discussion” paper USexual Offences 
go is use common sense and don’t go overboard in Against The Person” prepared by the Model 
either direction in worrying about what is safe and Criminal Code Officers Committee of the Stand- 
what is not. Balance is the key to a good life. ing Committee of Federal, State, and Territory 

Attorneys General proposed to lower the age of 
MASS MURDER INCORPORATED? sexual consent to the age of ten, and to “allow” 
“TAVISTOCK’S MARTIN BRYANT” incest involving children above the age of lo? So 

far hardly a ripple; have these young parents also 

respect to this week’s Front Page story. 

Excerpted from AN INVESTIGATION BY retreated before the onslaught? 
ALLEN DOUGLAS &MICHAEL SHARP, 5116197: 
[quoting] IS TAVISTOCK OVER-CONFIDENT? 

THE BATTLE FOR THE MIND In 1960, Trist looked back at the last two de- 
cades of the assassinations of the Kennedys, Mar- 

Tavistock’s methods were outlined by Dr. Wil- tin Luther King, the Vietnam War, the Oil shocks, 
liam Sargant in his 1950s book, The Bottlefor the the Iranian hostage crisis, etc, and announced that 
Mind: A physiology of conversion and brainwash- the process that Tavistock had predicted, had in- 
ing. A pioneer in the study of “shell shock”, deed begun and would now accelerate. [End quoting] 
Sargant.also emphasized the work of Soviet psy- Remember that Tavistock is part of the “Royal 
choloeist Pavlov in the 1920s and 1930s. In Dar- Secrets” that the Oueen Mother would iust as soon 

SLIPPING AND SLIDING AWAY 

From POPULAR SCIENCE magazine, October 
1997: [quoting] 

From power tools to cars, a variety of machines 
could last longer and run more effciently with the 
help of a new lubricant. It’s made from molecules 
that act like tiny ball bearings. 

To reduce friction, conventional high-perfor- 
mance lubricants contain such solid ingredients as 
tungsten disulfide, which has platelet-shaped mol- 
ecules. Over time, however, the edges of the plate- 
lets can abrade machine parts. 

Reshef Tenne of the Weizmann Institute of Sci- 
ence in Rehovot, Israel, leads a team that can make 
tungsten disulfide from buckyball-like spheres. 
“We cook metal oxides and sulfur to 800” C,” he 
says. The compounds curl into spheres 1,000 ang- 
stroms in diameter. The spheres cut the friction- 
level attained by conventional lubricants in half and 
reduce wear on parts to one-sixth of current levels, 
says Tenne. 

Next, Tenne will work toward manufacturing 
the tiny spheres on a commercial scale. [End quoting] 

I wonder how long the Elite will make us wait 
to benefit from this new product? 

BOY. 3. DIES OF FLU VIRUS 
IN UNPRECEDENTED CASE 

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 8/21/97: 
[quoting] 

HONG KONG-A 3-year-old boy died after 
contracting an influenza strain that had never be- 
fore been seen in humans, Hong Kong officials said 
Wednesday. Laboratories in Hong Kong, the United 
States, Britain and the Netherlands identified a 
specimen collected from the boy’s trachea as car- 
rying a virus called influenza A of H4Nl strain, 
previously found mainly in birds. Officials said 
there is no effective vaccine. [End quoting] 

Another one of the Elite’s new releases?? They 
are going to get us one way or another if they pos- 
sibly can. 

WARNED BY AN ANGEL? 

From ANGELS ON EARTH, May/June 1996, 
Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Cannel, NY 
105 12: [quoting] 

I started smoking when I was 35 and within a 
month was up to 60 cigarettes a day. I couldn’t 
talk on the phone, eat or get out of bed without hght- 
ing up. My coughs and colds increased and led to 
flu and then pneumonia. In the emergency room a 
blond, blue-eyed doctor took my vital signs. He 
didn’t need a stethoscope to hear the rasping in my 
chest. “Do you smoke?” he asked. “I’ve been think- 
ing about trying to quit,” I said. Knowing how un- 
truthful my reply was I couldn’t look ,him in the 
face, so I focused on his huge, square brass belt 
buckle, which seemed out of place with his white 
coat.. “Lady, it’s the death knell,” he practically 
yelled, then strode out of the room. His words rang 
in my ears. I had to stop. I entered a program to 
quit and a week later went to report my progress to 
the belt-buckled doctor, but no one knew whom I 
was talking about. When I called admissions to 
track him down, I was told that no doctor on staff 
fit my description. But someone had gotten through 
to me. Thank goodness for that antismoking angel. 
[End quotinel 
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I -A 
given unto him to continue forty and two months. 

1 

r 

“And he opened his mouth in blaspheme against 

- y andthemthatdwellinheaven.” 
God, to blaspheme His name, and His tabernacle, 

There is an Apocryphal book in The Geneva 

Ancient Space-Men: 
Be1 And The Dragon . 

Bible titled Be1 And The Dragon. It states therein 
that the book was actually the fourteenth chapter 
of the Book of Daniel. I went to my King James 
Version of the Holy Bible to find this chapter. The 
Book of Daniel now ends with Chapter 12! Ac- 

9/6/97 NORA BOYLES 

Have you ever wondered or seriously consid- 
ered why so much ancient knowledge of God and 
His Hosts, as revealed in archeological excavations, 
myths and legends, was left out of the Old Testa- 
ment? For example, why wasn’t the knowledge of 
God, called Father-God Bel, and His son, the 
younger Be1 or Mar-duk of ancient Sumerian 
records, a major part of the Old Testament? Those 
people who accept the Bible as the whole Truth must 
at least recognize that eons of time and a great deal 
about God are unaccounted for therein. If the world 
had been given the Truth about Father-God Be1 in 
the Old Testament, it would not be so difficult for 
people now to accept Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn. I 
will explain. 

According to Hatonn, one of His names was 
“Bel”! Archeological finds in the late 19th century 
and early 20th century in the area of Babylon re- 
veal that the Babylonians of prehistoric times called 
Father-God “Bel” during one of His visits to this 
Earth. He was symbolically depicted with wings! 
He must have been able to “fly” in some fashion. 

Prominent among the discovered artifacts were 
symbols of a flying disk-depicted as a sphere with 
wings! Just imagine how that symbol could be used 
to teach illiterate. people. Do you see, or have you 
known in your own life or in history, any disks with 
wings, other than as toys or sym- 
bols? So-what could these fly- 
ing disks represent? And, how 
could the Sumerians know about 
flying disks (space-ships?) un- 
less they had seen them? The 
god Ashur used it as his symbol. 

A great deal was discovered 
in the Babylonian area within the 
last one-hundred-and-fifty years 
which has been suppressed. 
Those in power in our time are 
like those in power in ages past. 
They have a political and finan- 
cial interest in keeping the popu- 
lation ignorant of the facts. 

cording to Be1 And The Dragon (0; Daniel’s de- 
Babylonians. It also translates as “George” leted Chapter 14) at the time of the prophet Daniel, 
(Gyeorgos in Greek). You will find many depic- the worship of Be1 as God had deteriorated into the 
tions of Bel, or George, slaying dragons, among the worship of the statue (idol) of Bel. In fact, the 
archeological finds in Babylon. corrupt priesthood had persuaded the people, and 

What does the dragon represent? Have you ever even the king, that the idol ate the food offerings 
seen a dragon or even the ancient remains of one? they had been taught to place before it. Daniel 
According to Bible prophecy in Chapter 13 of the showed the king the Truth. It was the priests and 
Book of Revelation, the “dragon” represents Satan their families who came after dark and ate the food. 
or the adversary and the “beast” of the Apocalypse Through these lies and treachery the priests had 
represents a corrupt world government, being rid- made the people support them and their families. 
den by a false religion. In our day this can only be This worship of the statue of Be1 deteriorated fur- 
the “New World Order and One-World Religion” ther into the worship of many idols, later called 
being promoted and treacherously pushed into place “Baals”, by those led astray by the greedy and pow- 
as fast as the evil ones can do it. What happened erful priests. Baa1 worship was still prominent 
to that “dragon” in Sumaria (aka Sumer) at the among the ten tribes of Israel after they separated 
hands of Father-God Be1 (aka George the Dragon from Judah and Benjamin and the temple in Jerusa- 
Slayer) can surely be repeated in our world today. lem. The dates of this separation occurred prior to 

722 B.C. when the ten tribes were captured by 
Rev. 13:l and 4-6 Tiglath-Pileser. (Ref.: Encyclopedia Judaica and 
“And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw The Jewish Encyclopedia) 

a beast rise up out of the sea, having seven heads Why Chapter 14 of the Book of Daniel was de- 
and ten horns, and upon his horns ten crowns, and leted from the Bible can be surmised from its con- 
upon his heads the name of blasphemy. tents. Even though the services have changed, our 

“And they worshipped the dragon which gave approved Bible today is still a servant of the priests 
power to the beast: and they worshipped the beast, and their overseers-those in power who decide 
saying, Who is like unto the beast? Who is able to what goes in and what stays out of this greatest 
make war with him? control-and-propaganda device of all time. This is 

“And there was given unto him a mouth speak- not to say that there is no Truth left in the Bible. 
ing great things and blasphemies; and power was However, just as Daniel saw the falsification of the 

Truth of Bel, we are seeing the 
deletion of the Truth brought by 
Daniel. 

Since the Book of Daniel 
now ends at Chapter 12, and 
Chapter 14 is now part of the 

THE GARDEN 
OF ATON 

A Collection of Research Articles which appeared 
in the weekly PHOENIX LIBERATOR and CONTACT Newspapers 

under the heading of Nora’s Research Corner from 
7128192 through 4/27/93. 

It is really interesting that 
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn was 
known as “George the Dragon 
Slayer” to the Sumarians (South- 
ern Babylonians), and George 
the Dragon Slayer is back again 
doing much the same old thing 
except on a grander scale. Do 
you suppose this could be some 
sort of pattern of necessary 
events due to the nature of God, 
our errant civilizations and the 
changing Earth cycles? Accord- 
ing to L.A. Waddell in The 
Phoenician Origin Of Britains, 
Scats and Anglo-Saxons, “Geur” 
was a word sign for the Father- 
God Be1 to the ancient 

VOLUME I - 

B> 
NORA BOYLES 

from the sanction and use of the 
Catholic Church, we know that 
some remnant of information 
about Be1 and the Dragon was 
still being used at the time the 
books were gathered together 
and the Bible was compiled in 
the 5th Century A.D. Apocry- 
phal books have more recently 
been translated and reprinted for 
public use. However, the Apoc- 
rypha did not become a part of 
the King James Version of the 
Holy Bible, or the later modern 
translation of the Bible. Most 
people do not know about Be1 
And The Dragon or Daniel’s 
Chapters 13 and 14. If they do 
find it in the Apocrypha, they 

Order by mail or phone: credit card phone orders to l-800-800-5565 (Mastercard, 
VISA, Discover); Mail orders to Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc., P.O. Box 
27353, Las Vegas, Nevada 89 126. Please send $6.00 plus $2.50 for shipping & 
handling; Nevada residents, please add 7% sales tax. 

Apocrypha, I checked to see if 
chapter 13 was also part of the 
Apocrypha. It is. However, the 
Apocrypha was an established 
part of The Geneva Bible, 
printed in A.D. 1560. Since the 
Apocrypha books were deter- 
mined by a council of men as 
“not canonical” and removed 
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have been trained to discredit it. reference to her supremacy on the mountain of the designation of the god, so that when B@l was men- 
It appears that greed, desire for power and cor- gods. Associated with En-lil as the greatest gods tioned without any qualifying word, En-lil was un- 

ruption, whether in government or in a “religion”, of the Sumerian pantheon were Am, ‘the sky’, and derstood to be meant. Thus in Babylonia B&l be- 
is a typical sign of the “dragon” that needs “slay- En-ki, ‘lord of the sea’. Anu is mentioned in the came the name of an individual god in a way that 
ing”. Corruption can be identified as a total aban- earliest inscriptions, and, like En-lil, had temples was never true of Ba ‘al among the West Semites. 
donment of God and His Laws and the Laws of in all parts of Babylonia. En-ki, otherwise known In like manner, Nin-har-sag, the consort of En- 
Creation. This is one reason for God’s return to as E-a, ‘house of water’, was the patron-god of lil, was known as Belit, ‘the lady’. For many cen- 
this planet and people of His Creation. People must Eridu. In pre-historic times this city lay at the head turies after the conquest of Babylonia by the 
be given the Truth of how it is, and make their of the Persian Gulf, and must have been politically Semites their language was not reduced to writing, 
choices before the end of this cycle. ane of the most important cities of Babylonia. In and the ancient Sumerian was employed as a sa- 

L.A. Waddell, in The Phoenician Origin Of the inscriptions of Lugalzaggizi (perhaps as early cred tongue for all the inscriptions in the temples. 
Brriuinz, Scats andAnglo-Saxons, tells us: “In the as B.C. 4000) the triad En-lil, Am, and En-ki is The result is that before the time of Hammurabi 
early Sumerian, or Hittite and Babylonia seals and already known (VAB i. 155), and it is frequently the name of the god of Nippur is always written 
sculptures, the figure of the Sun-god Be1 slaying mentioned in the oldest inscriptions. Thus the vis- En-lil, although it is certain that the Semites ha- 
the winged Dragon is very frequent...” That Be1 ible universe was portioned out between Am, lord bitually called him B&l. From the time of 
was a “Sun-god” is most interesting when you read of the sky; En-lil, lord of the earth; and En-ki or E- Hammurabi onward Semitic inscriptions begin to 
about other Sun-gods in Egypt and elsewhere in Mr. a, lord of the sea. There is reference perhaps to be common, and then the name of the god appears 
Waddell’s work. Considering the fact that Bei was this triad in the words of the second commandment, written phonetically BeI or B&lu. The old name 
a Sun-god, and many of the later so-called “Baals” ‘the heavens above, and the earth beneath, and the En41 continued, however, to be used as an ideo- 
were Sun-gods, one-begins to get a better sense of waters under the earth’ (Jastrow, Die Rel, Bub. p. gram for Be1 down to the latest times. The Sem 
the significance of these facts when combined with 140). A second triad of inferior dignity consisted kings of all parts of Babylonia have left inscrip- 
the later knowledge of Akhenaton and Aton, de- of Ur, the Moon-god of Ur; Utu, the Sun-god of tions in honour of this god. Eannatum, king of 
pitted as a huge Sun, with rays extending out, hold- Sippar; and Nana, the goddess of Erech. The su- Lagash (c.3000 B.C.), calls him ‘the lord of heaven 
ing the sign of life in Egypt. Today we have George perior rank of the moon-god in this triad was due and Earth’, and speaks of Sin, the Moon-god of Ur, 
the Dragon Slayer (Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn) tell- to the greater political importance of his city, Ur. as ‘the strong calf of En-lil’. When he conquers 
ing us that He is now in the fourth dimension but in The Semites who entered Babylonia used the the people of Gishhu, it is in the name of En-lil 
His higher aspects He is ‘ATON’! ‘ATON’ is Cre- word b&l (=bu ‘al, cf. Aram.) in all the senses in (VAB i. 14). He speaks of himself as ‘endued with 
ator God, and is Light. He is the Central Sun of which it was used by the other Semites, and in ad- strength by En-lil, nourished with holy milk by Nin- 
His Creation, dition, developed the meaning ‘master’ or ‘lord’, hur-sag ’ (VAB i. 19). He owes his position as king 

It seems more obvious all of the time that, as which is not found in the other dialects. They spoke to the fact that ‘his name has been spoken by En- 
Hatonn has indicated, earlier people were given as of their gods as bel, both with reference to their lil ’ (VAB i. 19). Entemela of Lagash undertook 
much knowledge as they could comprehend each ownership of physical objects and places, and with restorations of the temple at Nippur, and con- 
time God has visited this Earth-and it has been reference to their authority over tribes and individu- strutted there a laver for the god (VAB i. 34). Gudea 
imperfectly transmitted to us. I asked Hatonn if als. The worshipper addressed his god as b&l?, ‘my also ascribes his appointment as king of Lagash to 
the carving of the Sun on a stone stele in lord’ -a usage that is not found in the other Semitic En-lil (VAB i. 114), and wages his wars in the name 
Akhenaton’s time was representative of a teaching languages. When they conquered Babylonia, they of En-lil (VAB i. 128, 130). Ntngirsu, the patron- 
or was there a spaceship involved. Hatonn said: found the Sumerian gods on the ground, and adopted god of Lagash, is called the son of En-lil (VAB 
“both”! The people were given the teaching about them as their own, just as Israel adopted the b“ i. 123). The temple of En-iii at Shirpurla, the capi: 
God Aton and the Central Sun. The “brotherhood” slim of Canaan. The en of a particular object or tal of Lagash, was called E-addu, ‘house of the 
was also present-meaning, I believe, the space- locality became for them the b&l; the nin, the belit. father’, which shows the superior position that he 
brothers! The old Sumerian Moon-god Ur became Sin, the held over against the local god. Ur-engur, king of 

There is a detailed article titled, “Baal, Beel, be1 of Ur; the Sun-god of Sippar, Shamash, the bC1 Ur, rebuilt E-kur, the temple of En-lil at Nippur 
Be1 (fem. Baalat, Bella, Beltu)” in The Encyclope- of Sippar; Nanu of Erech, Ishtar, the b@Zit of Erech. (VAB i. 189). By the dynasty of Ur En-lil was hon- 
dia of Religion and Ethics, with some excellent The names of other Sumerian gods, such as Eu and ored to an extraordinary degree (ef. VAB 196b-c, 
information on Be1 under item 6. I will quote it at Ningirsu, were retained untranslated, and they were 198, 200 b-d). Aradsin of Larsa calls En-lil his 
length: (quoting) known as the b&ls or bilits oftheir respective sane- *god, who has given him the throne (VAB i. 212). 

Babylonia was originally occupied by the non- tuaries. En-lil, as the chief god of Babylonia, was Votive inscriptions in his honour from kings in all 
Semitic race known as Sumerian... known as Be1 par excellence (there is no article in parts of Babylonia have been found by the expedi- 

At the earliest period disclosed to us by the Bab.), and in course of time this appellative drove tion of the University of Pennsylvania at Nippur. 
Babylonian inscriptions, En-lil, the god of Nippur, the old name out of use and became the common His worship spread even as far as Elam (VAB i. 
had become the most imoortant of all the 
Sumerian deities. He was’ the en, or ‘lord’, 
par excellence, and was worshipped in all 
parts of Babylonia as well as at his proper 
residence. He bore the titles ‘king of heaven 
and earth’ (VAB p.15), ‘king of the lands, 
father of the gods’ (VAB p. 37). As chief of 
the gods, who had his seat upon the mountain 
of the north where the gods assembled, he was 
called ‘great mountain’. His tower-temple at 
Nippur was known as E-kur, ‘the mountain 
house’. All this indicates that Nippur must 
once have been the political as well as the 
religious centre of Babylonia; but this was in 
pre-historic times. In the period represented 
by the earliest inscriptions (c. 4000 B.C.), 
Nippur had lost the political hegemony, al- 
though its god still retained his ancient pre- 
eminence. 

Alongside of En-lil stood his consort, 
Nin-lil, who shared the high rank of her hus- 
band. She was known as ‘the lady of the 
lower world, the mistress of heaven and 
earth’. One of her common titles was Nin- 
hur-sag, ‘lady of the great mountain’, with 

Two winged deities with a sacred tree. The two bearded figures wearing horned IIC’~~~WSWS knerllng on either ~IJC 01.1 rt)l~ml IW. towards whtch 
:hey stretch out protective hands, probably represent 511111. or Bel, the god of the u~tlr. or perhaps hl\ tw111 guard~;~n ligurrb SKI-cd IIWS. or trees of 
ife. were particularly associated with the worship of EnIll. H:l+rclleT CIOIII NIIIII IIJ c 900 13. C I 
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181). 
The primitive character of B&l of Nippur is dif- 

ficult to determine, on account of the confusion of 
this god with Marduk in all the later religious texts. 
From the oldest inscriptions we gather that he was 
conceived as a mighty warrior, armed with a net, 
who marched forth for the destruction of the en- 
emies ofhis worshippers (VAB i. 14, 19, 128, 130). 
The Creation-epic shows that in its original form 
he was regarded as the creator of heaven and Earth. 
He determined the fates of men (VAB i. 21, 122). 
Oaths were administered in his name, and he pun- 
ished those who violated them (VXB i. 14). On his 
temple at Nippur and the remains there found see 
Peters, Nippur; Hilprecht, Babylonian Expedition 
of the University of Pennsylvania, and Explora- 
tions in Bible Lands. 

The high position that Be1 of Nippur maintained 
for centuries was finally lost through the rise of 
the city of Babylon to political supremacy. Before 
the time of Hammurabi (c.2200 B.C.), Babylon was 
a relatively obscure place, and its chief god, 
Marduk, enjoyed only a local celebrity. He was 
originally the god of the morning and the spring 
Sun, who had become the be1 of Babylon by a pro- 
cess similar to that by which Sin, the moon-god, 
had become the b&l of Ur. When Hammurabi ex- 
pelled the Elamites and united all Babylonia beneath 
his rule, Babylon became the chief city of the em- 
pire, and Marduk, its god, was suddenly exalted to 
the chief place in the pantheon. He now became 
Bel, or ‘lord’, par excellence; and this title pres- 
ently-became a proper name that was used even 
more frequently than his real name, Marduk. There 
were now two Bels in Babylonia-the old B&l of 
Nippur, who, in spite of the fallen state of his city, 
was still reverenced through force of religious con- 
servatism, and thenew Be1 of Babylon, who had 
proved himself to be the de facto lord through the 
strength of Hammurabi’s arms. What was more 
natural than to attempt to prevent conflict between 
the two potentates by affirming their identity? This 
step was taken by the priests of Babylon as early 
as the reign of Hammurabi. All the attributes of 
the old BCl of Nippur, ‘lord of lords’, ‘lord of 
heaven and Earth’, ‘lord of the lands’, ‘creator’, 
etc., were transferred directly to the new B&l of 
Babylon. All the ancient hymns and prayers to Be1 
of Nippur were appropriated to the use of his rival. 
When Hammurabi and his successors of the first 
dynasty speak of B&l, and use the language of the 
ancient inscriptions, they mean Marduk. In spite 
of this attempted syncretism, however, the priests 
were unable to banish the old Be1 entirely even from 
Babylon. As a member of the supreme triad--/lnu, 
Bdl, Ea-B&l held his own, and-was constantly in- 
voked in the inscriptions along with Bel-Marduk; 
but this was more a religious formula inherited from 
the past than an active belief. For all practical 
purposes of worship, Enlil-BCl was absorbed by 
Marduk-BCI. Outside of the city of Babylon the 
claim of Marduk to be the same as the older Be1 
was not received without opposition, and there are 
evidences of a long struggle before it became a 
dogma acknowledged throughout Babvlonia. The 

Marduk regained the place that Hammurabi had 
given him, and BeI of Nippur waned until little 
remained but the memory of his former glory. Cu- 
riously enough, B&lit of Nippur did not share the 
fate of her husband and became the wife of Marduk 
when he was identified with Bel. Marduk had al- 
ready a consort, Sarpanitum, a relatively unimpor- 
tant goddess, who was in no way comparable with 
the old B&lit of Nippur. The two were never iden- 
tified, as logical consistency would have demanded, 
but Belit held her own as an independent great god- 
dess. 

In the inscriptions of the Assyrian kings, B&l 
usually means Marduk. He occupies the second 
place in the pantheon (after Ashur), and is usually 
named in connection with his ‘son’ Nabu, the pa- 
tron-god of Borsippa. The Assyrian kings showed 
him the highest reverence; and even when they con- 
quered Babylonia, they claimed to do it in the ser- 
vice of B&l, and took the throne by the formal cer- 
emony of grasping the hands of B&l at Babylon. 
Along with this there existed also the cult of the 
older Bdl of Nippur. The old triad, Anu, B&l, Ea, 
still stands at the head of lists of gods in which 
Marduk appears as a separate deity; and when the 
Assyrian kings speak of B@l, the lord of the lands, 
who dwells on the holy mountain, they mean the 
Be1 of Nippur. Tiglath-Pileser I. states expressly 
that he restored a temple of ‘the old Bel’ at Ashur 
(Rawlinson, i. p. 14, col. vi. 87). This double use 
of Be1 as a proper name lasted through the entire 
Assyrian period, and, besides this, be1 retained its 
generic meaning as a title of all the gods. The stand- 
ing formula for the gods in general is ildni rub&i 
bUya, ‘the great gods my lords’. B&lit was wor- 
shipped in Assyria partly as the ancient goddess of 
Nippur, partly as the consort of Anu or Ashur. Her 
name is also used as a title of the Assyrian Zshtar. 
This confusion is due to the fact that the common 
noun belit never lost its appellative meaning of 
‘mistress’. Many goddesses might be called ‘mis- 
tress’, and then through this similarity of title be 
confused with one another. When Ashurbanipal 
wishes to distinguish the older BElit, he calls her 
BClit of Nippur (Rawlinson, v. 8, col. viii. 98, 99). 

In the New Bab. period BCl-Marduk regained 
the supremacy that in the Assyr. period he tempo- 
rarily surrendered to Ashur. His cult was revived 
with great glory by Nabopolassar, Nebuchadrezzar, 
and Nabonidus, and all the attributes of supreme 
divinity were heaped upon him. Throughout 
Babylonia he was acknowledged without question 
as the B&l, and his cult spread widely in the prov- 
inces of the empire. We have found it already at 
Palmyra (see above, iii. 5). Its presence at Edessa 
is attested by Jacob of Sarug (ZDMG xxix., 1875, 
p, 13 1 ), When Be1 is mentioned in the OT and Apoc. 
it is always Marduk that is meant. The old B&l is 
unknown, except in so far as his character survives 
in his successor. [End quoting] 

The above excerpt was taken from a very 
lengthy article written by Lewis Bayles Paton. 

Some comments on the above: 
1. En-lil (BCl) was “chief of the Gods and hzi 

his seat uuon the mountain of the north where the 

the Tibetan Buddhists and their legends of 
Shamballa). 

2. In the statement “When they [the Semites] 
conquered Babylonia, they found the Sumerian gods 
on the ground and adopted them as their own”, we 
have some support for the fact, as stated by Bar- 
bara Mertz in her book Temples Tombs and Hiero- 
glyphics, The Story of Egyptology, that “wisdom 
literature” abounded throughout the Middle East 
and some of it was incorporated into the Old Tes- 
tament. The author of this article does not equate 
“The Semites” here with the Hebrews. However, 
remember, that Abraham was not called “Hebrew” 
until he had left Ur of the Chaldees and journeyed 
to Palestine, the history and the date of which is 
under severe questioning. Hatonn has said that the 
Hebrews overcame the Sumarians (aka Sumerians), 
took their records and rewrote them according to 
their own history. It appears that the author of this 
article has provided us with some support for 
Hatonn’s statement. 

3. As stated, “The Creation-epic shows that in 
its original form He [Bell was regarded as the Cre- 
ator of heaven and Earth.” Yet, even though the 
Semites knew of Him we do not see Him mentioned 
in the Creation story of our present Old Testament. 

4. There is a precedent set in the Babylonian 
“religion” whereby the son, Marduk, is considered 
the same as God (Btl). This is the same idea taken 
up by the authors of the New Testament in their 
interpretation of Esu/Immanuel’s relationship to 
God, the Father-which appears to be a continuity 
of Babylonian religious beliefs. They even bor- 
rowed the same titles and descriptions (i.e.: “lord 
of lords”, “lord of heaven and Earth”, etc.). 

Bibliography: The Phoenician Origin of 
Britains, Scats and Anglo-Saxons, by L.A. Waddell, 
The Christian Book Club, Hawthrone, CA 90250, 
1983 printing, first pub. 1924; King James Version 
of the Holy Bible, Oxford at Univ. Press (purchased 
1940); The Geneva Bible, (a facsimile of the 1560 
edition), the Univ. of Wisconsin Press, Madison, 
Wis, 53715 (1969). (This book was a gift from a 
generous friend, R.E.B. I shall love it reverently, 
Ruth!); For more information on biblical books 
subservient to the priesthood see: Ancient Judaism, 
Biblical Criticism from Max Weber to the Present, 
by Irving Zeitlan, Polity Press, Cambridge (1984) 
(for studies made of the diverse sources of the 
Pentetuch, the first five books of the Old Testa- 
ment, see appendix therein titled Documentary 
Hypothesis.); Encyclopedia Judaica, Keter Pub. 
Hse., Ltd., N.Y. (1971); The Jewish Encyclopedia, 
KTAV Pub. Co.; for more information on the name, 
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, see The Garden Of Aton, 
by Nora Boyles, Article 2 1, Phoenix Source Pub- 
lishers, Inc., P.O. Box 27353, Las Vegas, NV 
89126; The Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, 
Editor, James Hastings, M.A., D.D., Charles 
Scribner’s sons, N.Y. (19 18); Temples, Tombs and 
Hieroglyphics, The Story of Egyptology, by Bar- 
bara Mertz, Pub., Coward-McCann, Inc., N.Y. 
(1964); Th e L arouse Encyclopedia of Mythology, 
Introduction by Robert Graves, Hamlyn, N.Y. 
(1959). The photo used in this article is taken from 

pri&ts of Nippur naturally-never accepted it, and gods assembled.” I believe this statement provides The LarouseEncyclopedia of Mythology. 
throughout the entire period of the Kassite third an identification of the “sides of the North” to which 
dynasty.Nippur retained its place as a sanctuary, Lucifer wanted to ascend so that he could be “like YOUR business is to concern 

to which pilgrims flocked from all parts of the most High” (Isaiah 14:13). In other words, yourself with YOUR own 
Babylonia. The Kassite kings had no special fond- there is a continuity of ideas in the Old Testament 
ness for the patron-god of the dynasty of which originate in Babylon with Father-God Bbl. 

challenges of living-and that will 

Hammurabi, and they bestowed special honour upon Indeed, if one considers the mountain to the north 
keep all of you more than busy. 

the old B&l of Nippur (Hilprecht, Old Bab. Znscr. of Babylon to be located in the Himalayas then other Believe me! 

I. i. Nos. 28-32). With the fall of the Kassites and religious groups have also shown a strong interest -Germain 

the establishment of a native Babylonian dynasty, in this “mountain” and its inhabitants (for example, 9/6/97 
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Little Crow Speaks 
At August Gathering 

[PartIIina Series] 

Editor’s note: The following is a further tran- doing what is necessary to be done. If you want 
scription (Part Z was in last week k CONTACT) of something changed, change it. 
Little Crow addressing those gathered for several In talking about the great influx of New Age 
days in Tehachapi during this year s Mountain involvement with Indian rituals and ceremonies-I 
Festival (tapes available from The Word: 8/l 6/97 will just touch on that briefly. There was this mass 
to 8/19/97, New Year Celebration meeting tapes). exit from all of these different religions looking for 
Little Crow 4 words offer insight and often humor- this place somehow where they could really feel or 
ous respite in these difficult times. put themselves together. And that has been 

Some of us, our lives are-we are in different something we have done always. If we don’t like 
places in our lives- some of us pray we will be it, we move. We don’t like the situation, we get a 
here next year. And maybe more will be here, and divorce. Or we leave, or we do something; we quit 
some won’t. Whatever, I am hopeful that everyone a job, or whatever. But we never stay long enough 
will be here next year, at least in contact or what- to fix it. Because if we are someplace that doesn’t 
ever. But the idea changed for me as an indigenous work for us it would behoove us to consider (one 
person. I need to get past that as a human being. time) to stay there and fix it. To stay there and do 
To be a human being in this time has probably been something about it. If we feel it is filled with 
the greatest experience I could have ever asked for. injustice and iniquity then we need to stay there and 
That I could have ever asked for. work with it. I say this to a lot of people who come 

And to experience all of the things that I have looking for the magic formula, vision quest and 
experienced, I take complete and sole responsibility sweat lodges and all those things and saying, “You 
for it as being my script. I cannot blame a parent, have no idea what that involves, you have no idea 
or the ‘military, or the government, or the FBI or the community and the connection of community 
the CIA-or, I can’t blame anybody for the that is invested in it for millions of years.” Just to 
experience except myself and my participation in pay your $100 or $5,000 or $700 or $300 and do 
it. My participation in it. And my participation these things is not enough, because you will do these 
does not always mean necessarily physically things and then go away. You will not stay here, 
involved in it, working for the federal government you will not work here and you will not invest your 
or serving the country. Doing this or doing that. time, your energy or your resources here. You only 
To physically participate is simply to breathe. We want to say you were able to do it and it’s all been 
all have contributed to the condition that we find for selfish motivation. To give you power or some 
ourselves in by the mere act of breathing. We are kind of recognition that this is what you have done. 
still here. We still love to breathe. We are still A Sun dance and a sweat, and this and that and so 
breathing. By breathing we are participating in the on and so forth, and that’s all-just (laughter) bah 
totality of everything that is. We are related and humbug! Because you have not taken it in to utilize 
connected to it and we affect it and it affects us it for the community. The community has not 
and we are responding to those conditions on a benefited from it whatsoever. 
breath-by-breath basis. It is such a simple process. Anything you take from the community you 
A simple process to look at and then eliminate all must also be willing to give back to the community 
the dialogue and the wasted time contemplating the in whatever form that you can, ungrudgingly. 
navel and the higher self, and simply get to work Ungrudgingly, without reservations, so to speak, 

without animosity or without expectation. It takes 

From 
a long time to get to that place, maybe; I don’t know, 
I’m still working on it. We have been in operation 

The Gathering 
20 years down there [in Garden Grove] with 
something to share with people, the concept. It is 
ok to give to someone you don’t know. It’s ok to 

The Wisdom of Little Crow help someone you don’t know, because believe me 

If you would like to order this book, it sells 
or not, it will come back to you. 

It will come back to you in some way. In a 

for $12.95 each plus $1.50 postage. positive way. Positive, negative, who cares? It is 

Please send orders to: 
just a matter of perspective. Is it a positive now? 
Is that negative energy? Whoops! How much In- 

One World Publishing dian are you 314, 214, 1/1.6th, 1/72nd. Well let’s 

PO. Box 9148 take 1/72nd of your blood and we will just talk to 

Fountain Valley, CA 92728 
it. “Hello, Indian blood. How are you?” That is a 
created scenario. That is a-you can’t do that. 
There isn’t any way to do that, recreate genetics. 

We create the symbol, the phrase; t;kr this phrase: 
“Spare the rod and spoil the child.” Let’s say I 
wrote that 2,000 years ago, minus 40. I sat around 
one night and got drunk, and I thought I had better 
write this down, (laughter) so we don’t forget it. 
How did it go again? What did he say? “Spare the 
rod and spoil the child.” I better write it down, as 
somebody sat there sipping Koolaid, you always 
have one, a Capricorn usually, sitting there sipping 
on their mint julep. Watching you go through all 
this work and then they will say something pro- 
found, “Yeah, but in 2,000 years they are going to 
find out that you don’t have to spank the child be- 
cause by 3 years old their whole socializing pro- 
cess has been structured.” Then we will come out 
with something like “Don’t hit the children any- 
more.” So what about “Spare the rod and spoil the 
child”? Well we will throw that one out, we will 
just take that one out, we will cut it out; like you 
do, you know. Cut it out and take it out and when 
you get to that page you will see this big hole. What 
was that one? Then pretty soon, if we wait long 
enough, there are all these holes in the book. We 
have cut out certain things because it no longer 
applies because we knew when we wrote it it 
wouldn’t hang on forever. It had to change, be- 
cause people would change, ideas would change, 
concepts would change and it wouldn’t be relevant 
any longer. Think of all the ink we wasted. 

Amazing, the process, the change that is upon 
us. Where are we going? My grankhildren are 
going to live in space. My grandchildren will go 
back to where we come from. They will go out 
there and live and pioneer and do all the things that 
we did here; will go out and walk around. I see 
some pictures here, and stuff-will go out and walk 
around. The first guy who throws a gum wrapper 
on the ground is going to catch “holy heck”, be- 
cause they will be the first polluter, you know. We 
will go out there and we will explore and we will 
resettle, resettle where we have already come from. 
We live in the desert here in California; this is the 
desert; a lot of green, a lot of water, if we can find 
water out there. They are gone, those places are 
gone, because we will be there in a fast minute. 
We will be staking claims, it will be like the Okla- 
homa gold rush. Little Land Rovers-get to that 
place and stick a stake in the ground-we are float- 
ing around, got-to-get-here, got-to-get-there and 
that is the way we will live. We will inhabit the 
planets again. It will be a wonderful memory les- 
son, collective consciousness, because we will be- 
gin to have deja vu; doggone, I have been here be- 
fore. Right! Now you remember. This is where 
we have been in our journey, and there are places 
we haven’t gone yet so let’s try to get beyond the 
idea that there is only one galaxy, one universe. 

Let’s get into multiple universes. Billions and 
billions of galaxies, and let’s move from there. Let’s 
figure it as an adventure. That we don’t have to 
pollute this one beyond livability and we can clean 
this one up for those who don’t feel like traveling: 
us older folks. We can do the twilight of our years 
here. Setting up on the fat of the hill over here, 
looking out over the freeway, you know. All you 
young whipper-snappers can be doing whatever you 
want to, out there in the outerland. The hinterland, 
out there. Doing what is necessary to do. I will 
still be here, talking about playing everyday, con- 
nected to the stuff, and everything is related and 
everyone is sacred. I may not be as full of vitality, 
I may have to be sitting down all the time, but I 
will have some people coming to hear me. I will, 
but that’s the way it has always been, isn’t it? 
Haven’t we alwavs gone to some nlace to hear some- 
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thing that we already know. Anybody come here 
from a long ways? How far is a long ways? 

Audience: Hawaii, Bear Valley, Texas, West 
Virginia, Washington, Canada and Ohio. Thank you 
very much. Couldn’t get along without Ohio. 

-Little Crow: I h&e come up here from Or- 
ange County. Costa Mesa, Garden Grove-come a 
long way. What do you want? What do you want 
me to say? What do you want to hear? I want to 
open this right now to that issue if I can because I 
have told YOU evervthinn that I need to tell vou. 

More Clues About Murder 
Of Princess Diana 

.What ihe futuie holds for us is: that your 
projects, your plans here are going to come to 
fruition; my projects, my plans are going to come 
to fruition; we are all noinn to succeed. It’s been 

[Continued from Front Page] 

done; it has happened already and we are just work- 
ing through the process. That’s all, you are just Mullins, makes the Arab- “Israeli ” conflict Business is done by the oligarchical families of 
working through the process, it has already hap- connection clearer-at leas: the DIRECT E 
pened. connection, if not the less visible, ancestral link. 

urope and the United States Eastern Liberal 

So, put the energy not in wondering how you And then Executive Intelligence Review and a 
Establishment. The drug business is not a Mafia 

are going to do it, but just put your mind to doing collection of other news and Internet postings 
operation, nor one run by the Col’ombian cocaine 

it and do what’s necessary to get it done. That round out our presentation. 
cartels. The noblefamilies OfBritainandAmerica’s 

means everybody. Everybody here, like everybo.dy Especially as one efforts to understand the 
top people are not going to advertise their role in 

down there, I say get off your backsides and turn truly vast historical underpinnings of this event, it 
the shop windows; they always have a layer offront 

on the switch and just get to do something. Give would be most wise to go backand review Dr. John 
men to do the dirty work.... 

me a commitment for three years. Give me a com- Coleman’s superb reference volume called, I 
“Since this is not a book about the drug trade, 

mitment for one year. If I need something, I call Conspirators’ 
cannot, of necessity, cover the subject in an in- 

you and I don’t need excuses. I want you to do it, 
Hierarchy: The Story Of The depth 

Committee Of 300. 
manner. But its importance to the Committee 

just do it and we will get to where we need to go. 
I say this because the tangled of 300 must be emphasized. America is run, not by 

web of intrigue, into which Diana 'S and Dodi 'S 
They just look at me, you know. Some have backed murders fit like central puzzle pieces, goes back a 

60 families, but by 300 families, and England is 

off but more have jumped up and said, 
run by 100 families and, as we shall see, these 

me down for three years.” 
“Yeah, put lot farther than any of our recent authors have SO families are intertwined through marriages, 

And then I can’t find far explained. To be specific, one must recall the 
them. (laughter) Their phone has been cut off, ancient “Black Nobility” 

companies, banks, not to mention ties to the Black 

“This number is no longer in service, if you feel 
of Khazarian Zionist Nobility, Freemasonry, the Order of St. John of 

extraction and the House of Windsor’s roots therein, J 

you have dialed by mistake, try again, you chump.” traced back to the Venetian Black Guelphs branch 
erusalem, and so on. These are the people who, 

th 
Try again, but anyway that’s it; so. I can’t tell you of that dark brotherhood. 

rough their surrogates, find ways to protect huge 

about that there is this great vastness and your fu- Or as John Coleman puts it: ” The Committee 
shipments of heroin from Hong Kong, Turkey, 
I 

ture in it. Hell, you know what%-Doggone, I’m of 300 is THE ultimate secret society made up of an 
ran, and Pakistan, and ensure they reach the 

sorry-you know what’s in your future; you know. untouchable ruling class, which includes the Queen 
marketplaces in the U.S. and Western Europe with 

All you got to do is live with it; live it, live it of England, the Queen of the Netherlands, the 
the minimum cost of doing business. BP 

out. If it becomes too much of a burden back off, 
Yes, indeed, it would be very inconvenient to 

pack your bags and jump off the train, that’s what 
Queen of Denmark, and the royal families of the New World Order’s plans (to keep the public 

Europe. These aristocrats decided, at the death of dumb and sedated under their elaborate schemes 
I suggested to those at my gathering. And saying, Queen Victoria, the matriarch of the Venetian 
“The engine’s begun to pick up steam; if you can’t Black Guelphs, that, in order to gain world-wide 

of mind control) for Diana’s knowledge of the 
v 

move with the engine, you can’t support the engi- control, it would be necessary fo; its aristocratic 
neer, the guy throwing the wood in there, then hop members to ‘go into business ’ with the non- 
off now before it begins moving too fast and you aristocratic, but extremely powerful, leaders of 
hurt yourself. ‘Cause I don’t want you to hurt your- Corporate business on a global scale, and so the 
self. Thank you for your love and support to this doors to ultimate power were opened to what the 
point; adios, muchachos; hasta la vista, baby. Be- Queen of England likes to refer to as ‘ihe 
cause I don’t have time to try and deal with you commoners ‘. 
when I am trying to guide the train or the car or “From my days in the intelligence business I 
whatever you want to call it. I don’t have the time know that heads of foreign governments refer to 
or the energy nor the wherewithal1 to waste time this all-powerful body as ‘The Magicians ‘. Stalin 
anymore fooling with your pettiness and the stuff coined his own phrase to describe them: ‘The Dark 
that isn’t important any longer to anyone but your- Forces ‘, and President Eisenhower, who was never 
self. But that is the way to be. If it is important to able toget beyond the ‘hofjuden ’ (court Jew) grade, 
you then go do something with it, but don’t do it referred to it in a colossal understatement as ‘the 
here. Do it someplace else. Do you know what military-industrial complex’. Stalin kept the USSR 
I’m saying? Don’t waste the time or the energy or heavily armed with conventional and nuclearforces 
the train.by pulling in the other direction, and don’t because he did not trust what he called ‘the family ‘. 
cause an accident. It is that simple. His ingrained mistrust and fear of the Committee 

We are growing. We are growing as a result of of 300 proved to be well-founded. ” 
those kinds of things and becoming more direct and Next, remember that Diana was now in a ver; 
more focused. That’s the change that is going on goodposition to “tell all” about some of the inner, 
within me. I have given myself three years to do secret goings-on of the aristocratic society that 
this project, and it is done; already done. When I eventually scorned her. And just what might be 
gave myself three years it was already done. The some of the dirty secrets that Windsor and the 
three years is just for convincing people that it’s Queen Mother-bless her purple hat-would just 
done. Okay; I am saying ok here it is, here is the as well not have spread across the London daily 
building, here is the ground, there it is a sanctuary papers to further excite a public that has hardly 
for humanity. Now I can go on and do what I need been praising the recent royal “cold shoulder” 
to do, what I want to do, something else now. I manners toward Diana? 
have something else I need to do. Again, let us consult John Coleman: 

[To be continued.] “. , . Rememeber, Dope=Big Business and Big 

MORE READIN= 
by John Coleman 

SOCIALISM: THE ROAD TO SLAVERY; 
l Also available: 
DIPLOMACY BY DECEPTION; 
l And another fine book: 
CONSPIRATORS’HIERARCHY: THE 

STORY OF THE COMMITTEE OF300. 
These are all available from: 

Joseph’s Publishing c/o 
WORLD INTELLIGENCE REVIEW (WIR) 

2533 N. Carson St. 

Carson City, NV 89706 
9 Each book is $20 and includes shipping & 
handling. For orders by credit card, 
please call l-800-942-0821. 

WORLD INTELLIGENCE REVIEW (WIR) 

$65.00 per year 
1st class mail 

Monthly newsletter 
32 pages with no advertising 
For orders by credit card, 
please call I-800-942-082 I. 
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House of Windsor to fall into the hands ofl of all 
people, the Arab nation-worst enemy of all to the 
Khazarians! 

So do keep this volatile historical slant in mind 
as you read the latest information we share with 
you, from several sources, on the assassination of 
Princess Diana. Or as one worldly-wise friend of 
mine recently said, “Well, though Diana may not 
have been a saint like Mother Teresa was, she sure 
as hell was a saint compared to the royal family! ” 
Amen. 

- Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief 

9/12/97 EUSTACE MULLINS 
(From Middle Eastern sources) 

For a few terrible moments, it seemed that the 
fate of Israel hung in the balance. Word had just 
been flashed from Paris to Tel Aviv that Dodi Fayed 
had presented Princess Diana with a $200,000 
diamond engagement ring. The announcement of 
their formal engagement was imminent. Why was 
this of such portent to the State of Israel? Her son, 
William, was now the heir apparent to the throne. 
His father, Prince Charles, was despised by the 
British public. Conversely, they adored Princess 
Diana, William would be King, with an Arab 
stepfather. Only a Zionist could understand that, 
for the first time in a century, they would not have 
a friend at court. 

For almost a hundred years, the Rothschilds had 
made sure to maintain their standing in the palace 
at Windsor. Queen Victoria had been dominated 
by the Rothschild agent, Prime Minister D’Israeli, 
his name, of course, meaning, of Israel. Her son, 
King Edward VII, had always been surrounded by 
Rothschilds and other Jewish bankers, who lavished 
millions of dollars on him to satisfy his gargantuan 
appetite for food, entertainment, and beautiful mis- 
tresses, while the Rothschilds continued their plans 

MORE READINi’r 
by Eustace Mullins 

The Curse Of Canaan 
A Demonology Of History 
(COC) $15.00, 242 pages 

Murder By Injection 
The Story Of The Medical Conspiracy 

Against America (MBI) $1 5.00, 361 pages 

The Rape Of Justice 
America’s Tribunals Exposed 

(ROJ) $18.00, 535 pages 

Secrets Of The Federal Reserve 
(SFR) $15.00, 201 pages 

The World Order 
Our Secret Rulers 

(TWO) 815.00, 297 pages 

To order Eustace Mullins’ superb books, 
please write to: 

Ezra Pound Institute Of Civilization 
P.O. Box 1105 

Staunton, VA 24402. 

(for shipping and handling, add 10%) 

for the colonization of Palestine. This tradition world stage, its very aimlessness a threat not only 
continued unabated throughout the twentieth cen- to such hapless victims as Princess Diana, but to 
tury. Now, suddenly, it seemed that the unthink- nations as well. 
able was about to happen. The Zionists would not The mass outpouring of grief at the death of 
have a friend at court. William’s reign would be Princess Diana, not only in England but through- 
dominated, not by Zionists, but by an Arab and his out the world, indicates that there is a popular in- 
wife, neither of whom had any reason to feel kindly tuition at work, a silent recognition that she had 
towards the State of Israel. The Zionists leaders, been murdered by sinister forces. How else can we 
sensing the inevitable, had. been laying plans for explain such depth of feeling for one who, person- 
the elimination of Princess Diana. Israeli Intelli- able and charismatic though she was, could hardly 
gence, the dread Mossad agency, had already de- be thought to have touched the pulse of the entire 
vised several plans, including a car bomb, an as- world? This grief acknowledges the fact that she 
sassin with a pistol, poison, and other tried-and- has been martyred by the forces of evil. Now that 
true methods of political assassination. she has been taken from us, we must face the ques- 

When Tel Aviv was informed that an engage- tion; should we wait passively for the next victim 
ment announcement was imminent, immediate ac- of the Zionist terrorists to be murdered before our 
tion was required. However, final approval for the eyes, or should we begin to take steps to protect 
“action” had to come from Zionist leader not only them, but ourselves as well, from the crazed 
Netyanahu. He could not be reached. The Mossad Zionist murders? 
officer in charge knew his duty; he grunted the 
words, “Go ahead.” Because the existing plans for * * * 

Princess Diana’s murder could not be employed on 
such short notice, the agents on duty in Paris were Editor’s note: The following articles are from 
told, use any method; it must be done NOW! Fayed the September 9, I997 and September II, 1997 is- 
had a number of regular chauffeurs; one of them, sues of Executive Alert Service, which is an offer- 
Henri Paul, was off duty, and had been spotted ing of Executive Intelligence Review, P.O. Box 
drinking in the hotel. A Mossad agent hurried to 17390, Washington, D.C. 20041. 
Fayed’s car, and informed the driver that he had 
been relieved for the night. Another agent went into 919197 E.I.R. 
the bar, signalled a bartender to give Henri Paul a 
potion, and then informed Paul that he had been DIANA’S WAR 
called back to duty. Knowing the whims of his WITH THE WINDSORS 
employer, Paul made no protest. No doubt he felt 
strange as he made his way out to the car. The It is remarkable that, only days before her death, 
paparazzi were waiting; the scenario for an auto- Princess Diana gave an interview to the French daily 
mobile accident was ready. Le Monde, published full-page on Aug. 27, in which 

Dodi Fayed and the Princess paid no attention she outlined her wars with the “higher-ups” in the 
to the fact that the driver had been changed. They Establishment. The interview indicated that she was 
knew Paul was a reliable driver, Billionaires do groping toward a worldview antagonistic to the l:on- 
not bother themselves with schedules of their ser- temptuous, arrogant view of the higher echelon:: of 
vants, or who is to drive and who is off duty. Well- the British oligarchy. She told interviewer Annick 
paid minions take care of all such details. Paul got Cojean: “From the day that I became a member of 
behind the wheel, and they roared away, with the this [Windsor] family, no more, in any way, was I 
paparazzi in full pursuit. The laughing Fayed, who able to act naturally....1 feel myself close to the 
enjoyed his media celebrity since he had begun dat- people, whoever they are. I feel that I am at the 
ing Diana, yelled at him, “Give it to ‘em, Henri.” same level, on the same wavelength. It is for that 
Henri obligingly floor-boarded the big, armor- reason, that I upset certain circles. Because I am 
plated Mercedes. While they were in the tunnel, much closer to the people below, than to the people 
the driver suddenly felt the full strength of the po- higher up, and these latter individuals do not for- 
tion, and slumped forward. As he blacked out, his give me. Because I have a real relation of proxim- 
foot pressed all the way on the accelerator. The ity with the most humble. . . .Nobody can dictate my 
mighty engine surged forward until it encountered behavior to me. I work by instinct. That is my 
an immovable object; the car was crushed. .Fayed best adviser.” 
died almost immediately; Diana struggled for breath This was a continuation of a public war that 
as the life drained out of her. had reached its earlier apogee in the second half of 

November 1995. On Nov. 20, Diana gave a tele- 
THE ISRAELI vised interview to BBC-Panorama, in which she ba- 
IMPERATIVE sically declared war on the royal family, and put 

into question its ability to embody the monarchy. 
Anv Israeli would see this assassination as both The interview attracted the largest audience of any 

logical-and perhaps even moral. You either wanted 
the State of Israel to survive, or you did not. 
Fayed’s father, Mohammed Al Fayed, the billion- 
aire owner of the historic Harrod’s Department 
Store in London and many other businesses, would 
not agree, but, in the shock of losing his son and 
heir, it is doubtful that he would see any political 
implications in what seemed to be an unfortunate 
accident. In history, there are not that many acci- 
dents. In any case, Zionists had perceived a threat, 
and had acted promptly to eliminate it. The assas- 
sination of Princess Diana did not mean that the 
security of Israel was now assured. It only meant 
that one danger had been taken care of. The State 
of Israel continues to be the loose cannon on the 
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documentary program in British television history, personal secretary Sir Robert Fellows, for the 
According to reliable sources, only parts of the various mishaps that have occurred. Burke > Peer- 

was at the scene insisted the paparazzi did the right 
thing-summoning help for the victims. 

original, full interview were aired by BBC; report- 
edly, some two hours more, of extremely damaging 

age documents all noble and royal families in Brit- But photographer Laszlo Veres acknowledged 
ain. 

material, was left out. 
not all were intent on helping. 

Further complicating matters in the UK is [the “There were one or two who opened the door of 

ANTI-ESTABLISHMENT 
f&t] that a big challenge to Britain’s constitutional the car, quickly took some frames, and disaq- 

REVOLT IN BRITAIN 
structure will be taking shape in the coming days, peared,” he said. 
with the Sept. 11 votes in Scotland and Wales, for The Fayed family contends the photographers’ 

A number of observers in the United Kingdom 
“devolution” of significant powers, from the Lon- pursuit caused the accident. But photographer 
don center, to these regions. Jacques Langevin, one of those first detained, said 

are openly speaking about an “English version” of 
a “popular revolt”, 

colleagues told him the Mercedes sedan “zigzagged 
when describing the profound 9111197 E.I.R. dangerously and its driver didn’t seem to be in con- 

shift in mood in the country., Some are going so far trol of it” as it roared through the Place de la 
as to suggest that what is presently happening in A TURNING POINT IN BRITAIN Concorde toward the highway along the Seine. 
the UK has parallels to the dramatic developments 
in eastern and central Europe in the summer and 

What the investigators want to determine, ac- 

autumn of 1989. The events in Britain may be a 
This is a turning point in Britain. What you cording to sources close to the investigation, is how 

harbinger that the western world will soon be go- 
saw at Westminster Abbey this weekend was not a closely-and possibly how dangerously-the pho- 
funeral, but a quiet, bloodless revolution, similar tographers were pursuing Diana’s fleeing Mercedes. 

ing through the upheavals that the former Commu- to what happened in 1848.” So commented Mr. 

nist sector has seen in the past decade. 
The sources said police are particularly inter- 

Brooks-Baker, in on-the-record comments to EIR ested in how one phtotgrapher’s car came to be 
The immediate catalyst for this mood in Brit- 

ain is the disgust at the way the House of Windsor 
Alert Service Sept. 8. The publication, for which parked in front of the wrecked Mercedes. From 

reacted to the death of Diana. While literally mil- 
he is director, is very prominent in the UK, as it the outset, investigators have asked questions about 

lions of Britons were mourning and streaming to 
documents all noble and royal families. a car in front of the Mercedes that might have 

Brooks-Baker said he found it to be a “good played a role in the accident. 
London to pay their last respects to the Princess, comparison” 
the royal clan-Queen Elizabeth II, Prince Philip, 

to liken the monarchy’s reaction to A man who says he drove just ahead of the car 
what has been happening in Britain to the way the in which Britain’s Princess Diana was killed told 

Prince Charles, etc.-remained closeted at their East German Communist Politburo reacted to the Reuters yesterday he saw a motorcycle swerve di- 
summer estate in Balmoral, Scotland. When, six fall of the Berlin Wall, as both cases are character- rectly in front of the Mercedes, making it lose con- 
days after Diana’s death, the queen finally made a ized by a complete misreading ofthe popular mood, trol. 
rather indifferent condolence statement on national even if, in his view, the situation in Britain is some- “In my rear-view mirror, I saw the car in the 
TV, it was too little, too late. British insiders stress what “less desperate” than it was in East Germany, middle of the tunnel with the motorcycle on its left, 
that she was forced to act because of the national in 1989. pulling ahead and then swerving to the right directly 
mood, and because British Prime Minister Tony Asked what he thought about Lyndon in front of the car,” Francois Levi said in the 
Blair went to her, and insisted that she do it. One LaRouche’s evaluation on the “Pearl Harbor Ef- Normandy port of Rouen. 
knocledgeable British source said that Blair went feet” quality of events in Britain these past days, “As the motorcycle swerved and before the car 
to the Queen, and told her to “pull herself together, Brooks-Baker responded that “this has been build- lost control, there was a flash of light but then I 
or else the whole pack of cards might come down.” was out of the tunnel and heard, but did not see the 
This source said that Blair is playing two games at 

ing up, slowly, for some time, and with Diana’s 
death, it was brought to a head; the funeral accel- impact,” he said. 

once, both attempting to “ride” the mood of erated the situation. Several things have happened, A magistrate will make the final decision on 
popular anger, and trying to limit the damage done in recent years, that must be looked at very care- 
to the monarchy. The same source’s view is that fully, in retrospect, for example, 

whether to charge the seven paparazzi and send 

whatever the Queen does will not be enough, as the 
stripping Diana them to trial. Police are still searching for other 

That was or- photographers believed to have fled the scene. [End 
past days’ developments 

of the ‘Her Royal Highness’ title. 

Windsor”. 
“doom the House of chestrated by the Queen’s personal private secre- quoting] 

Typical of the kinds of commentaries that were 
tary, Sir Robert Fellowes. Even though Fellowes 
is married to the sister of Diana, the man is living FRENCH JOURNALISTS CONFIDE: 

being published in Britain last week, was that of in a time warp! He’s in the 18th century. He’s pati “PRINCESS DIANA 
the London Independent b Polly Toynbee, who wrote WAS ASSASSINATED” 
Sept. 5: “The Royal Family are clearly at a loss to 

of an old boys’ network, in the Palace, who are very 

read the meaning of all this. They are behaving as 
effective as an old boys’ network, but who don’t 
have very constructive dealings with the millions From the INTERNET, by Sherman Skolnick, 

if a revolution is taking place outside the gates of of people in this country.” 
Buckingham Palace. And they may be right.” What 

9/l O/97: [quoting] 

is happening in Britain goes beyond the emotional 
Brooks-Baker warned that the monarchy had In the last few days I haye interviewed, exten- 

better change its behavior fast, as least in the di- sively, well-informed United Kingdom (UK), 
issue of Diana’s death, as such. As veteran corn- rection of “their royal cousins on the continent”, or French, and other journalists. (And I promised 
mentator Richard Gott, former editor of the Lon- “this throne will disappear”. A confirmed and corn- never to use their names because of the nature of 
don Guardian, expressed a view that is circulating 
widely in Britain, the “masses of human beings” 

mitted monarchist himself, he warned that, as early what was discussed.) They told me that many of 

gathering to mourn Diana “are united by their re- 
as one year from now, there could be a vote in Brit- the distinguished journalists in the United Kingdom 

jection of the Establishment. 
ain, on the country becoming a republic, and, if are aware, from their own reliable sources in key 

They are hostile current trends continue, the monarchy would lose places in the government and elsewhere, that 
against Buckingham Palace, they dislike the politi- such a referendum. 
cal parties, they reject the media.” 

British Intelligence had assassinated Princess 
Diana. 

In comments made to this publication Sept. 8, 
Harold Brooks-Baker, publishing director of the NEWS DESK They went over details of the specifics of how 

prominent Burke b Peerage, stated that “what has 
they, as journalists, from their sources (separate 

happened in Britain over the past days is a turning 
SPECIAL REPORT from me), know about the technical information on 

how the assassination was carried out. 
point. What occurred at Westminster Abbey this But first of all, we have to discuss why the real 
past Saturday was not a funeral, but a quiet, blood- g/13/97 DR. AL OVERHOLT 

less revolution, similar to what happened in many 
story is not being told, in print, or on the radio, or 
on television, in the UK. 

countries in 1848.” Brooks-Baker also found it to 3 MORE Not many know that in the UK they have the 
be “a good comparison”, to liken the monarchy’s “FOETOGS” QUIZZED Official Secrets Act. By that Act, the London gov- 
reaction to events in Britain, now, to the actions of emment has the power, throughout the UK, to or- 
the East German Communist Politburo, at the time 
of the fall of the Berlin Wall, in 1989, although he 

Excerpts from Phila&lphia Daily News, 915197: der that certain subjects are absolutely forbidden 
[quoting] to be discussed. Currently, the forbidden subject 

insisted that the situation in Britain is “less Three photographers sought in the investigation is any discussion of possible foul play in the death 
desperate”. He blamed the “Old Boys’ network in of the car crash that killed Princess Diana turned of Princess Diana and her intended husband Dodi 
Buckingham Palace,” centered around the Queen’s themselves in yesterday. Another photographer who Fayed. 
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Further than that, any discussion is forbidden roadway within the tunnel. Ahead of the slick, a 
about how the Official Secrets Act exactly works. heavy construction truck, on signal, backed into the 
When there is a subject that an editor, publisher, or tunnel and dropped or placed an obstruction of a 
station manager believes would be covered by the very heavy nature in the roadway. So any which 
Official Secrets Act, they must immediately inform way it turned around, the Diana car could not have 
the London government. And if the London gov- gotten away. 
ernment issues what they call a “D Notice”, then Thereafter, British Intelligence planted 
these media outlets throughout the UK are not only disinformation (and continues to do so) throughout 
forbidden to go forward with any story that they’re the world. (For example, “The car came from a 
working on; but also, the D Notice serves as a po- junkyard; it was formerly stolen; it’s a defective 
tential seizure: it authorizes the UK, through their car,” “The driver was drunk,” “The speedometer . 
various operatives, to immediately seize and close was stuck at 120; the car was going over 100 mph.“) 
down any printing plant that is in the process of There’s been a flood of these fake stories promoted 
printing such a story, any radio station, or any ra- worldwide by British Intelligence, in which the CIA 
dio- or TV-transmitter. They are immediately has seen to it that the American press replicates 
seized by the London government, closed down, and these stories. 
the publisher, the editor, and the key personnel (in- Leading journalists in the UK agree with sto- 
eluding the writer ‘of the story) are immediately put ries by me and others that Diana was assassinated. 
under arrest. And the simple reason for the murder is, British 

And the worst part of it is, the rest of the media Intelligence is pledged to protect the monarchy. The 
is not even allowed to mention that these people monarchy was not going to have a new step-father 
have been arrested and their publishing and trans- for the heir to the throne-Prince William--they 
mitting facilities seized. In other words, it is for- weren’t going to have a Moslem. 
bidden to discuss the D Notice and also forbidden Further than that, it comes out that Diana had 
to discuss the technical operation of the Official already been given an engagement ring by Dodi 
Secrets Act. So, there is censorship regarding the Fayed. What has not come out is that she was 3- 
instruments of censorship. months pregnant. 

The journalists I spoke with generally agree So when you put that together, British Intelli- 
with what I found out from other sources about how gence, under their rules, was “justified” in wiping 
Diana was assassinated. these people out for the purposes of the monarchy, 

Apparently another car, a supposed “decoy car” protection of the realm, and “national security”. 
which was to protect her, in fact carried agents of [End quoting] 
British Intelligence. It came up behind the Mercedes If we think our censorship laws are bad, this 
which Diana and the others were in and hit it in and worse is what we’ve got to look forward to 
some way. And there was already an arrangement unless we put a stop to the Elite controllers. We 
through others that a chemical slick was put on the can do it! 

Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are 84.00 for one tape, 86.00 for two 
tapes and 52.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. 
Postage is included in tape prices. 

Please send check or money order to: THE WORD, P.O. Box 1498, Tehachapi, 
CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you wish to use your Visa, 
Discover or Master Card. 

If you desire to automaticallyreceive tapes from future meetings, please send 
at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to 
notify you as your balance reaches zero. 

Special Order tapes are noted by * and are not automatically sent. 
The following is a partial list of older items but including all of the most 

current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses, and 
mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 
8/l 7/96 (4) “Little Crow”; 8/l 8/96 (4) & 8/l 9/96 (3) Teddy from Canada & Commander 
Hatonn; 8/20/96 (2) Road Tour of Tehachapi; 8/28/96 (4) David Icke; 
9/l /96 (3) Norio Hayakawa; g/8/96 (3) jUDGEME/V~ DAY-I 995, a dramatization; 
g/22/96 (4) Gary Wean & Field Report From The Clays; 1 O/6/96 (3) Farrakhan in Canada; 
1 l/2/96 (3); 1 l/24/96 (2);12/8/96(2) ;12/29/96(2); 
2/l g/97(4) David Miller Tapes; 2/23/97(2) Little Crow tape; 
3/3-4/97(8) Eustace Mullins & Cort Christie; 3/l O/97(2) David Miller Tapes; 
3/l 6/97(S) Farrakhan Speech; 4/2/97(l) Cult Media Blitz; 
4/6/97(2); 4/7/97(2) EXTRA Interview; 4/8/97(2) Channel 29 Interview; 
4/l 3/97(3) David Icke; 6/l /97(2); 6/22/97(2);7/20/97(2);‘8/15/97(3)*Corporation Lecture ; 
8/l 6/97 to 8/l g/97(1 1) New Year Celebration meeting. 

QUESTIONS, OUESTIONS- 
WHY WAS PRINCESS DIANA 

MURDERED?? 

Excerpts from many sources on the INTERNET, 
9/7/97: [quoting] 

More and more, Paris is becoming a center of 
political assassinations. 

ITEM: In July 1996, Amschel Rothschild was 
murdered, just as he was about to become the new 
head of the Rothschild worldwide banking empire, 
tied to the Vatican. Most of the American press 
were silent: Some said it was a heart attack, oth- 
ers, a suicide. He was found with a bathroom cord 
tied around his neck, connected to a towel rack. In 
checking it out, however, the Paris police discov- 
ered the rack came right off the wall! Hence, ,it 
was murder, not suicide. 

Rothschilds and Rockefellers have engaged each 
other in bloody financial wars for many decades. 

Rothschild was murdered on the anniversary of 
the murder of John D. Rockefeller III, 1978. Re- 
cently, we repeated the exclusive details. 

ITEM: February 1997: A long-time, major fi- 
nancial supporter of Albert Gore, Jr., was murdered 
in Paris: Pamela Harriman, U.S. Ambassador to 
France, widow of Averell Harriman of the major 
banking and railroad fortune. With her help, Gore 
had joined with top U.S. military leaders, who 
had fled to France, to arrest their Commander- 
in-Chief, Bill Clinton, for treason. [emphasis 
mine] 

ITEM: Various Western intelligence agencies 
arranged to assassinate Princess Diana, in Paris. 

She was killed on a sacred section called Pont 
d’alma-from that is derived the word “Pontiff’, 
that is, “Pope.” The ancient section is where most 
every royal family in Europe comes from. Accord- 
ing to legend, a person killed there goes straig\ll to 
Heaven, as a representative of Jesus. 

According to unreleased witness reports, a ve- 
hicle tapped or hit the rear of Diana’s Mercedes, 
one of the heavily-built models, reportedly made 
bomb- and bullet-resistant. 

A slick had already been spread ahead of her 
car, which then hit an intentional, heavy obstruc- 
tion planted in the tunnel roadway. 

The second car had intelligence agents from the 
super-secret Committee of Twenty-Six, headquar- 
tered in Bristol, England, made up of covert opera- 
tives of the United States and the United Kingdom, 
skilled in murder disguised as an auto accident. 

Informed of this in advance, French Intelligence 
took a “hands off’ posture and delayed the arrival 
of the Paris police to the murder scene. The local 
authorities in Paris reportedly have “smoking gun” 
video evidence made by “Paparazzi” on motorbikes 
(that is, celebrity-chasing photographers), report- 
edly showing the political assassination details. 

Diana and her intended Arab husband were set 
to shift billions of dollars from the West. to banks 
in Germany and Austria. [emphasis mine] The 
princess was crushed between the East and the West: 
between the Pope and the failing, degenerate Brit- 
ish monarchy, the House of Windsor. Newsfakers 
here and overseas continue to call it a so-called 
“auto accident”. 

Why did no UK papers have anyone on the Dil 
Dodi trail in Paris? Had they been warned off? 

Who were the American tourists who were first 
on the scene? Do they have any connection with 
US security? 

Why had she dispensed with her British secu- 
rity cover whilst in Paris-had she been pressured 
by anyone to do this? 
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Why were the BBC and CNN so quick to blame sorry). 
the freelance press photographers who were appar- 

Also, when she took the boys on a luxury 
cruise holiday on her Arab lover’s boat in full view 

ently chasing the car that she was in? of the world (her “look at us”). 
What makes a trained car driver (obviously Her alliance with a billionaire Egyptian with 

skilled in security) drive maybe beyond his limita- royal aspirations was just too much: “MY GOD, 
tions and crash in a tunnel that isn’t really that pre- WHAT IF THE QUEEN MUM WERE A MOS- 
carious? Could a secret service agent posing as a LEM???” 
reporter have flashed a glimpse of a gun at the car And I also agree when you say she was not liked 
whilst overtaking or pulling level [How about u by any of the establishment because of her views. 
laser weapon,from in front-as according to Com- In this world you have to be UNDER CONTROL 
mander Hatonn?]. The driver considered the best but Diana cut herself free of the Royals, did not 
action was to get the hell out of there, thus the sud- work for the Government, did not need to work for 
den burst of speed. Once in the tunnel, any manner her money and was not politically aligned. In short, 
of sophisticated sabotage could be employed to take she was considered a loose cannon; dangerous and 
the car off the road. Meanwhile this mystery man out of control, and she had far too much influence 
drops back and disappears, allowing the others to on the Princes and the world in general. But when 
swarm around, covering his identity. 

Asking who benefits from this situation is help- 
she left the royal family she no longer had the pro- 
tection that they are surrounded by, in fact she 

ful, as you did. Charles is the BIG beneficiary, ‘shunned it’ because they were using it to keep tabs 
and secondarily, the whole royal family. on her, but they were seen to do all the right things 

There had been talk (supposedly by Diana) of by offering. Unfortunately this left her exposed and 
skipping Charles in the succession, and having their vulnerable. 
son inherit the throne after Elizabeth. I suspect we This will never be publicly linked to the Royals 
will hear no more about that now. Also there had but I’m sure this was a planned murder. It just 
been a lot of talk about Elizabeth being the last stares you in the face, it so obviously leaves the 
monarch, that after she died, Charles would be an way clear for the Royals to take center stage again. 
embarrassment on the throne, etc. WHOEVER CONTROLS PRINCESS DIANA 

French emergency services are very sophisti- 
cated in the way they handle badly injured accident 

CONTROLS THE WORLD-“Sheds new light 
on the death of Princess Di! It was no accident, 

victims. They often operate on accident victims on and the paparrazi weren’t her killers!” 
the side of the road using especially designed por- 
table operating theaters. Why didn’t they employ SOME VERY 
this technique on this occasion? STRANGE HAPPENINGS! 

The Queen was reported to be furious at Di’s 
foxtlcoming engagement to her rich Egyptian boy- The death of Princess Diana is subject to many 
friend, since his father’s revelations of his illegal strange facts. Conveniently, the death takes place 
financial involvements with Tory MPs contributed in a tunnel away from public view. Conveniently, 
to the recent Tory defeat. 
was involved. 

I wonder if the Queen there are no real witnesses and all film is confis- 
Source of reports: Examiner cated. Conveniently, we blame the death on the 

Newsservices as reported on pages one and four of media hounds, whom no one much likes anyway. 
the San Francisco Examiner for August 3 1. Attri- Has anyone seen any damage to the structural 
bution is to “the rcyal family”, but we know whom 
they meant. 

pillar the car supposedly hit? The car suffers tre- 
mendous damage but does not hit another vehicle 

Why was there only one ambulance to treat four in a busy tunnel? 
injured people??? 

Even more conveniently, every- 
One ambulance alone is not one in the car critically injured as the roof is uni- 

equipped to treat four injured people. The media formly collapsed flat. Diana’s boyfriend Dodi 
reported first that “Diana was walking and talk- 
ing,” 

Fayed is buried before the body is even cold. Any 
after the accident. What was that about??? policeman knows that a drunk driver drives slower 

Was she? A woman who “walks/talks” would be in not faster. This whole thing stinks! 
much better shape and not have a massive heart 
attack a while later. 

Princess Diana’s new-found independent finan- 
cial power through her rich boyfriend became a 

Why did it take “2 hours” to get her out of the political hazard. 
car [according toeanother story]? 

Diana was becoming more and 

I am increasingly believing that she was mur- 
more political in her visits to promote peace efforts 
in Bosnia, etc. This became a threat to The New 

dered. Yes, Princess Grace went the same way. And World Order objective of a destabilized Soviet 
JFK. This is how “royalty”, politicians and gov- 
emments rid themselves of the ones who don’t fit in. 

Union. The royal family is a key member of the 
New World Order and anything affecting the royal 

Her affair with Al Fayed was certainly very family is no accident but, rather, meticulously 
much hated by the royal clan. He was an Egyp- planned. 
tian, a Muslim, etc. They hate him. They had de- 
nied him the British Citizenship. 

Operations such as this one were carried out by 
British Intelligence. The goal for the death of Diana 

Diana’s Legacy on Monarchy Uncertain, by is three fold; to rally public support for the royal 
Robert Woodward. The strongest statement from family, squash the rebellious efforts of Diana to 
Woodward was the leading sentence, “She was the promote peace, and set an example for any other 
jewel in the crown of Britain’s royal family but crit- 
its branded her its most dangerous loose cannon.” 

members of Royalty who wander astray. A simple 
assassination was out of the question-Diana would 

Internationalist security specialist Rex Osgood have gone into history as a peacemaker and a mar- 
released comments to the effect that Diana’s death tyr. 
was a windfall for British royalists and that Prince THE BODY GUARD LIVES, OR DOES HE? 
Charles might once again be in the running to be- This issue is still open for speculation, 
come Britain’s next king. Why was her death not reported for four hours? 

Over the last few months I thought that she was There were two hospitals that were closer than 
getting ready for ‘the cop’; after all, how unhappy the one the Princess was taken to. What was the 
The Royals must have been when she took the reason behind why she was taken to a hospital so 
Princes to see that pro-IRA film recently (oops, much farther away? 

What, if anything, does Princess Diana’s mys- 
terious death have in common with the mysterious 
death of Princess Grace? Is there a curse on the 
royal family.. .on ALL the royal families? 

What REALLY happened to Princess Diana and 
her love interest, Dodi Fayed??? Was it REALLY 
by the paparazzi (the photographers who pursue 
celebrities)??? Would the Palace have REALLY 
stood for the mother of the future King (and future 
head of the Church of England) to have married a 
Muslim??? What about the shocking resemblance 
between young Prince Harry and Diana’s former 
admitted lover, James Hewitt? Did Diana carry a 
deep secret to her grave-a secret that could have 
devastated the House of Windsor had it been ex- 
posed? Has this tragedy paved the way for England’s 
sympathies to go with Charles and Camilla? 

Bodyguard Trevor Rees-Jones was a former 
member of the crack Parachute Regiment, one of 
the toughest in the British army. He also had com- 
pleted two stints in Northern Ireland and served in 
the Royal Military Police; just the kind of back- 
ground that would have seen him come into contact 
with members of the secret service. Theorists cite 
the fact Rees-Jones survived the crash as evidence that 
he was in on the plot to snuff out the Diana threat. 

Dodi Fayed was buried last night in a private 
ceremony, one day after the fatal accident. Why so 
much hurry? The faster the Al Fayed family settle 
the ceremony, the lesser the chance other people will 
find out the truth! 

Why only one bodyguard following Princess 
Diana? It is not logical for the rich and famous 
celebrities to bring just one bodyguard when they 
go out. What happens when the only one body- 
guard needs to go to toilet? What happens when 
Princess Diana needs to go to the restroom? Who 
will protect her? This question defimtely opens up 
many interesting leads for many other people to 
investigate. 

Has anybody checked the tunnel? What kind 
of damage has the accident caused on the wall of 
the tunnel? 

Diana’s last chauffeur was not a professional 
driver (and drunk?). This is all rubbish! Just imag- 
ine, a billionaire and a princess, going out for din- 
ner and using a security officer as chauffeur? 
Please ask yourself: these rich people will only use 
the best driver they can employ under the Sun; don’t 
ever believe this kind of lousy excuse. Also, has 
anyone, apart from the royal family and high rank- 
ing officials, seen the dead bodies? Any pictures 
shot on the bodies? NO! [End quoting] 

If the Elite weren’t covering up why wouldn’t 
they have wanted to show the pictures immediately 
to prove there is no coverup? Why wouldn’t they 
want to give good photos of the scene of the acci- 
dent instead of bullying the press to not use pho- 
tos? In airline, railroad and car accidents they nor- 
mally publish scenes of the accident and think noth- 
ing of it-something smells rotten here. They shame 
[or threaten] the tabloids into not using photos. 

Why do they keep changing their stories every 
few hours? 

I heard the first reports coming over TV and 
they said that Diana was walking around and she 
had a broken arm, but she was talking to people. 

Why did the Queen have to be pressured before 
she would appear and speak to the public in this 
kind of a circumstance? If you were a guilty party 
wouldn’t you want to hide your face?? 

“Where there is so mich smoke there’s got 
to be a hip, biv fire.” [End quoting] 

Certainly, CONTACT readers can see through 
this farce. 
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A Letter To 
They would have us believe the stories of the 

Mv 
“Greys” as extraterrestrials who have come to colo- 
nize the Earth, in service of their masters the “Rep- 
tilians” who are on their way from a remote sector 
of space, and who are reputed to have a distinct 
partiality for human flesh and blood, and look upon 
us in much the same way as we would look upon a 

al can of sardines, Misinformation of this kind can 
be expected to present a less-than-promising future. 
It could be relied upon to cause us to become a very 

. 

Darling Daughter Josephine 
nasty and hostile bunch, even betraying us into re- 
jecting the coming of the Christ and of His Host. 
It is for this reason, the Conspirators have unspeak- 
able contingency plans for tragic slaughter, on a 
large scale, of people in America, to divert our at- 
tention in a military takeover, or alternatively, to 

PART III 
create in us an unfortunate panic from the decep- 
tion of a simulated attack of a supposed invasion 
from outer space. The destruction would be all too 
real and convincing, but the real enemy, as in ev- 

Editor’s note: Part II of this excellent turn to decency and honor, and be numbered a force erything else, would be our own false government 
historical narrative was presented in last week b to be reckoned with that could not be gainsaid, in with a formidable armed power behind it to enforce 
CONTACT. We here continue with the third and the face of would-be oppressors. An action like its will, and vile deception. Satanic wickedness can 
final part in this series. this would reveal and embarrass the Satanic horde, be expected to stop short of nothing. Holographic 

individually and collectively, for precisely the trai- three-dimensional projections in space to produce 
The Supreme State robs, steals and deprives tors that they are. There are few who could not the figure of Christ in the heavens, or over St. 

even the right to life of its own most fanatical fol- support such a movement, and many would wish to Peter’s in Rome, would deceive many into believ- 
lowed from the moment they have served their grim do so. How many unemployed, by this means, could ing the Master had come again, when in actuality, 
purpose. There are no rewards in the service of the be kept alive and busy, and how. many politicians, the event would be timed to coincide with the ar- 
Devil and never have been. The secret Order of the damned lawyers and unlawful strangers, would be rival of the anti-Christ on the world scene. 
“Skull and Bones” crowd to which George Bush put on the spot? It is only fair to state, however, that “Greys, 
and his colleagues belong, and the totalitarian state It is also worthy of note that forced integration and some Reptilians” and other very ugly specimens 
of the New World Order, are the same thing. Both of the human race for the purpose of mongrelizing do apparently exist, originally from other galactic 
are deeply Satanic and in enmity of the Christ. the world into the grey homogenous mediocrity of regions, but who have become Earthbound and have 
Supreme dictatorship of the state denies any indi- the easily controlled mass, is another Khazarian been entrapped here for thousands of years. They 
vidual value or worth, and subjects its citizens to gambit, and a deadly one. 
absolute servitude whereas, the Constitution of the 

Not only does Nature cannot come and go, and their preference is to live 
appear reluctant to subscribe to the indiscriminate within the vast caverns of the inner-Barth. In is 

United States mandates it to be the duty of the GOV- mixing of cultural equations, but the Khazar over- only that our Government in its perversity and greed 
ernment to serve the absolute sovereignty of the in- lords fear the qualities of individual genius and for world power, has chosen to work with these 
dividual. TO abandon the Constitution and Bill of potential for leadership, that racial purity breeds, subterranean entities, from the time of President 
Rights, as we are now in process of doing, is the and which the enslavers cannot control. Some years Eisenhower onwards, in secret scientific collabo- 
fault and disgrace of none other then the people of ago, many thousands of different varieties of snails ration. In exchange for advanced technology, we 
this country. were randomly mixed and distributed throughout a have built for these sinister alien beings as well as 

The incredible deception behind the New World nature reserve in the island of Hawaii, and a few for our own scientific community, a vast, intricate 
Order will become painfully clear if the people of years later, they had dutifully sorted themselves out parallel network of interconnected underground cit- 
America allow themselves to be disarmed, for then into their own snecies without exception. They ies all over the United States, with connections to 
they will lose the constitutional guarantees of their 
freedoms and be robbed of everything they possess, 
to be executed thereafter in droves. There is only 
one way to save the freedom of this land. A pow- 
erful grass-root movement must sweep the country. 
It needs the charismatic leadership of a powerful 
organizer. All it really needs is to get fifty million 
patriot citizens to pledge their support in member- 
ship in open declaration: “That the Constitution 
and Bill of Rights, shall be the only ruling law of 
this land, and that all other laws contrary to it shall 
be invalid and of no account, and shall be removed 
forever from current statutes of enforcement.” A 
certificate endorsing the pledge of allegiance to the 
existing and original God-given principle of this 
overriding law of justice and order, should count 
upon a small subscription and a significant badge, 
brooch, necklace or lapel jewel to signify individual 
commitment. In this way, countless millions could 
safely participate in expressing their will for a re- 

knew each othe;, knew better, 
and could not be fooled. 

The ever-present fear in the 
hearts of the subversive manipu- 
lators that they might be 
outplayed by the coming of the 
Shining Host of the Sons of 
Light in the armadas of their om- 
nipotent space craft, is the rea- 
son for contingent government 
plans of awful malfeasance, to 
prevent the will of God, and the 
rescue of this planet from tak- 
ing place. The present rulers of 
Earth fear that we the people 
may call upon the Sons of God 
who come in love and peace to 
assist the Earth, if we will allow, 
into its age of perfection. 

Our call comnels a Cosmic 
answer, and the forces of Light 
will come in accordance with the 
laws of the Creator, if they see 
fit, and if we allow them to do 
so peacefully. The Conspirators 
want to engender human fear, 
terror and hostility towards all 
beings in outer space, when in 
reality, they are our friends. 

Editorial Policy 

Opinions of the CONTACT 

contributors are their own and do 

not necessarily reflect those of the 

CONTACT staff or management. viww.uexpress.com 7iL e -ToMJ3l 
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every other continent. It is this unwise collabora- 
tion that has enabled our c.cientists to advance so 
rapidly in genetic and biological experimentation 
in the fields of cloning humanlike robotoids, com- 
puterization and new and diabolic secret weaponry. 
Had the Gulf War not ended peremptorily, these 
dread weapons would have been used and the Ameri- 
can military force would have been annihilated. It 
is very important our entire military force be re- 
turned to America, that we fight for the right to 
keep guns for self-defence, and we demand our Con- 
stitution be made once more the ultimate law of the 
land, and all laws not consistent with the Constitu- 
tion be removed. That the Federal Bank, now in 
the private hands of the Khazar-Jewish Zionist 
Bankers, be returned to the people of America in 
control of Congress, which alone shall have the right 
to coin and print money. That all usury and un- 
lawful exaction of income-tax in violation of the 
Constitution, be summarily abolished. 

All forces of darkness and evil work in utmost 
secret. Entities of the shadow cannot stand the light 
of exposure. The importance of knowing the truth 
is that it renders evil impotent to act. And that is 
why everyone assists simply by knowing “what is” 
for then, evil is known, likewise, for what it is also. 
It is an extraordinary thing that the Conspirators 
should number so small a percentage of the total 
population. It is cause for wonder, that the so-called 
ultimate Committee of “Three-hundred” and less 
then three percent of those who constitute the sub- 
versive alien Dark Force upon this planet, should 
have managed to have us by the throat, and forced 
us io support and pay for our own extermination 
whe.1, with a little knowledge of the enemy, we could 
very well throw out the infidels overnight. In ac- 
tual fact, it will now not be easy, for the adversary 
will fight to the death, and force the Earth down 
with him if he can. The problem is that the people 
have been poisoned, programmed and brainwashed 
into a state of ignorance and apathy, as to what has 
happened in the past, what is actually happening 
now, and is intended to happen to our humanity in 
the immediate future. Unless we awaken very rap- 
idly indeed, and reverse the present fatal stupor of 
ignorance, we shall be doomed to self-destruct in 
an extinction that is virtually certain by the end of 
this decade. We have free will to allow theft, and 
because of fear, we have allowed it all the way, 
without saying so much as “boo” to a pussy-cat. 
The terrible reality is that continued physical ex- 
istence in accordance with the Radiant Light of the 
Creator’s intent may no longer be possible on this 

Earth, if we choose to hand over our Divine Inher- perpetual lies, we can no longer discern the truth. 
itance to the forces of Satanic Evil. The greater the lie, the more it is believed, until 

The truth, furthermore, is that we are not going truth becomes, itself, unbelievable. The greatest 
to be miraculously saved, by anyone other than of all the lies, have been those to strike at the heart 
ourselves-and then only by invoking the immortal of the Christian ethic, upon which the values aqd 
power of the God-essence within ourselves. There security of our lives have always rested. 
is, in the individual, an inner light to be found in Contrary to what the Zionist Khazars would 
impenetrable stillness. It is pure bliss in a perva- have us believe, Christ was not a Jew, neither was 
sive peace at the center of being. There is a voice he one of them in any known sense of the word. 
in the Silence of the Mind, that gives knowledge of Mary, indeed, was a Scythian from the city of 
the Real, to be found only in the “Self’. . It is a Scythopolis, one ofthe ten Greek-cultured cities of 
path to the direct experience of Absolute Reality. the Decomeron. And Jesus, graphically described 
There is nothing equal to this “Knowing Self’, for by the Jewish historian Josephus upon the master’s 
then one knows the way home; and one can know appearance in Jerusalem, who spoke in wonder of 
also the inspiration of one’s part in God’s will for his radiant golden hair and bearded fair countenance 
the reclamation of His Creation. This is the great- and blue eyes, and the nobility of his stature and 
est choice by election, given to all, to choose to be bearing among the dark-complexioned and swarthy 
an active part of the ongoing stream of evolution, Judeans, in utter contrast to themselves. To speak 
towards infinite realms of unutterable perfection. of Judeo-Christianity, as though Christianity, the 
So there you have it. Just do it. very antithesis of Judaism and of the satanic Tal- 

The entire intent of the Khazar’s Satanic com- mud, could ever owe anything to that source, is a 
mitment to massive World Revolution and the ruin grave reflection upon the intelligence and discrimi- 
and disorder of all peoples without exception, has nation of Christians and their misguided teachers. 
not wavered in the course of three thousand years. The “Chosen-race” myth is simply another of these 
Their attack has been subversively directed upon prodigious lies, appropriated by the Khazar Jews 
society to destroy the family, disrupt the economy unto themselves, to make ignorant Christians be- 
and control government by seizure of the money lieve they should owe allegiance to them when, in 
system, with systematic distortion in the use of lan- reality, nothing was owed to Judaism other than the 
guage and the meaning of words, while falsifying crucifixion of Christ, and of all his peoples ever 
religion, history and spiritual belief. In conse- since. The Khazar Zionists, who stole Palestine 
quence of this infernal alien influence, the whole from the Arabs, never had even the remotest claim 
educational process, at all levels, has become an upon that land, and to have assigned to themselves 
abomination. The Practice of Law has proliferated the name of “Israel” which rightly, in its biblical 
a system of poisonous injustice, and Medicine in reference belongs to the races of Ephraim and 
its unholy alliance with the pharmaceutical inter- Manasseh, England and America, has led our West- 
ests of the drug overlords, has become a profession ern race into the fatal misconception of believing 
the truth of which is far too terrible ever to be told. the so-called “Israeli” to be the people of God, when 
The attack upon the private ownership of property they actually represent the greatest enemy the 
is intended to undermine individual freedom upon United States and the people of this world have ever 
which it depends, and the depreciation in the value known. 
of our money and currency removes any reason- The treacherous betrayal of Christian ministers 
able hope of meaningful lives, until the subversive in support of these horrendous lies is highly indica- 
influence of the perpetrators of absolute evil, is tive of the political nature of organized religion. 
recognized and forever removed. The nature of the The reality of Self is within every entity whose name 
enemy must be known and brought into the light of is to be found written in the Creator’s Book of Life. 
day. Failure to remove the parasitic alien, so cor- The most insidious of all attacks are those made 
ruptive of everything it touches, means simply the upon human relationships and the misdirection of 
death and extinction of our species. The problem the supposed liberation of women, and emascula- 
is not one that will simply pass away. It will take tion in confusing the role of men. The enlighten- 
formidable resolution, courage and knowledge of ment of real knowledge and truth liberates, and that 
the truth to overcome this struggle to the death, for is for all. The deliberate creation of turmoil and 
that is what it means. The danger is that we have division between the sexes makes for separation, 
become a nation of unwitting liars, as we feast on and proliferates misery. This leads to division, and 

claims of rights without end, so that the obligations 

Two of the tastiest, most “storable” foods are now 
available in bulk, 50 lbs. per bag. Prepare and cook them 
just like pinto beans. Wonderful soup extender and both 
make super salad/sandwich sprouts. 

Adzuki Beans 50-lb. bag “$50. 
Red Lentils 50-lb. bag *$30. 

Order From New Gaia-Call 800-639-4242 
* Plus UPS delivery charge 

of harmonious unity are no longer perceived. The 
conflict so subtly induced, finally focuses on the 
“right to life”, or the “right to destroy it”. If life 
exists at conception, and when does life not exist, 
then abortion must be seen as murder. America 
celebrates.the “right to choice” with, at the very 
least, two-and-one-half-million abortions a year, 
which means the murder of twenty-five million or 
more souls in a single decade, within the confines 
of one country alone. The world figure is shatter- 
ing, and all the wars put together cannot even touch 
this record. Choice, it may have to be admitted, is 
made at the moment of conception, and choice can- 
not be claimed after the fact, without denial of re- 
sponsibility. While the truth of this matter may be 
awkward, the conclusion is inescapable. There are 
women who have discovered the secret of mastery 
in the function of conception, and are consequently 
unconcerned about the right of choice, because they 
already possess it naturally, and need no recourse 
to the unnatural resort of murder. Our society, in 
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any case, has obviously, failed to establish proper tuary for such times, before the Earth reels and 
civilized conditions, of security, safety, honor and shakes itself loose of its wanton transgressors. 
respect for the single most important vocation that Just as in those days past when a great master, 
can be performed in nurturing magnificently, the with incomparable courage, confronted all the hosts 
renewal of the race from inception to its ascension. of evil and the illusion of death on this plane, sin- 

We are living in an age of such self-imposed gly and alone-we find ourselves collectively, in 

The Secret World Government-Major General 
Count Cherep-Spiridovich 

Assault on the Liberty-James Ml Ennes 
The Great Income-Tax’Hoax-Irvin Schiff 
Is the Diary of Anne Frank Genuine-Profes- 

sor Robert Faurisson 
ignorance when knowledge is available and can be this hour, required to confront that same evil, to 
found, although much suppressed at a time when banish it once and for all from the world for which 
there have never been so many who know so little. we are accountable. As the days of this cycle close, 
All over the world, including America, statues of the final battle is for the minds, the hearts and the 
the Virgin Mary are flowing in inexplicable floods souls of men. It is a deadly struggle to preserve 
of tears, real and human tears at that, for which the freedom of the individual before God, against 
there has been no scientific explanation. 
Mary, why dost thou weep ?” 

“Beloved the soulless counterfeit of the encroaching tyran- 
Are these tears for nical power of the Absolute State. Tragically, a 

those who choose not to wake up, whose prefer- Godless universe is what the sinister New World 
ence is in capitulation to evil? There does seem to Order of George Bush implies. It is, therefore, a 
be an unresolved problem here in the lack of re- struggle for the life of the Planet. There can be no 
gard for life, connected with women’s unacknowl- spectators. For, to stand on the sidelines. is to have 
edged power in the role of destroyer, which is ev- alreadv chosen oneself as lost. Our actions are 
ery bit as formidable as that of the errant male. recorded for all time, upon the imperishable screen 

It is a curious thing to note how the numeral of the great computerised Mind of the Life-force. 

The Six-Million SwindleADr. Austin J. App 
How the Order Creates War and Revolution 

(Skull and Bones Society of Yale) . 
How the Order Controls Education-Secret 

Cult of the Order-Anthony Sutton 
Other Losses-Jacques Bacque (General 

Eisenhower and Prisoners of War) 
The International Jew-Henry Ford, Senior 
The Auschwitz Myth-Judge Wilhelm Staglich 
The Protocols of the Elders of Zion-Blueprint 

of the Illuminati subversion of the world. 
The Concentration Camp at Dachou-Bishop 

Neuhausler 

“6”, representing the aspect of compromise and the There are no secrets, and nothing that is not known. 
imperfection attributed to Man, when tripled, gives The choice is to be free within the Creation or, be 
the number “666” the number of Man and of the enslaved in the lesser disintegrating worlds of man- 
Beast, in configuration of the antichrist of made illusion in cycles of suffering and darkness. 
Revelation. That triple-six is to be found secretly One thing is certain. America could so easily 
encoded in all operations, corporation structures shine like a blazing star, were it not for the legions 
and activities of the Ruling Elite among the satanic of the traitor thick about, that the freedom of this 
and subversive elements of the Secret World land now hangs by a thread. The perfidy of so many 
Government. It is the signature of their unwelcome perpetrators in betrayal, has to be fought with 
and villainous control over the lives of all men. It knowledge, with truth, in understanding of the mor- 
is also the only numeral, when traced out, which tal enemy, without violence. In this final hour, the 
will form an anti-clockwise spiral, and a motion question truly is: what is it we have left in such 
imparting a negative spin in its action. The life- utter complacency, so completely and hopelessly 
force spins positive in rotation in the healthy organs undone? Within Immortal Living Essence of total- 
and body of man. The negative spin is indicative of ity in Radiance from whence we come, is it not ap- 
the downward vortex of death. In this case, it is propriate genius to call forth the Power and the 
surely the death spiral of physical materiality Glory of that superlative level of Consciousness and 
seeking to destroy the soul, in suppression of the Energy that knows only life in the weary face of 
spirit. There is a school of thought that holds death? Indeed, if only one mouse could roar, the 
Revelation to be an original projection of the dark dust of the ground will have been shaken. 
force of the Biblical Watchers, and therefore, not 
to be accorded prophetic inevitability. Others hold BIBLIOGRAPHIC LISTING- 
the scenario is scheduled to occur if the wilder Pawns in the Game-Commander William Guy 
inmates of the lunatic asylum of Earth (in this sector Carr 
of the universe) don’t sharply straighten themselves The Controversy of Zion-Douglas Reed 
out. But the crooked, no doubt, shall be made Deadlier Than the Hydrogen Bomb-Wing 
straight, as Nature can be counted on in the last Commander Leonard Young 
resort, even if it takes flood, fire, subsidence and Who Brought the Slaves to America-Walter 
unholy amounts of brimstone to do the job. White 

Another symbolic, but significant message is The Thirteenth Tribe-Arthur Koestler 
being discerned in the perfect geometrical patterns The Hoax of the Twentieth Century-Dr. Arthur 
of immense size, appearing in the open fields of Butz 
England and elsewhere, isolated out in the middle 
of untouched fields of ripening grain. Wheat stems 
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Christ was not a Jew-Joseph Connor 

Murder by Injection; The World Order; The 
Curse of Canaan-Eustace Mullins 
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Blumenfield 
Usury, Destroyer .of Nations-S.C. Mooney 
The Truth about Aids; Club of Rome; Kissinger, 

Agent of Doom; Armand Hammer and USSR; Je- 
suit World Subversion-John Coleman 

The French Revolution-Nesta Webster 
Behold a Pale Horse-William Cooper 
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are found flattened out spirally, with a highly 
charged and altered molecular structure. These 
intricate geometries, imprinted from above, can be 
nothing other than visiting cards from our Broth- 
ers in Space who watch and wait, and who durst 
not interfere, under the law of free will applying to 
this planet, as long as our people in the name of 
our present government, prefer to work with the 
forces of darkness. The good guys are around, and 
we are not to forget we are not alone, when the good 
ship “Lollipop” goes down, as it very well may. In 
the interval, it is appropriate to make adequate sanc- 
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Germain: Is It Transmutation 
Or Tribulation For You? 

Editor’s note: The following message is by Page for Journal ordering information. my friends, the time HAS ARRIVED! 
the Ascended Master known as Violinio St. Prepare yourselves NOW for a most notable 
Germain, Master of the Seventh Ray (or 9/6/97 VIOLIN10 ST. GERMAIN Winter, as the El Nino throttles up for an explosive 
Aspect) of Creator’s spectrum, the Violet Ray display. The ocean waters, particularly in the 
of Transmutation, among the seven great Good evening. Violinio St. Germain present Pacific, are up to 30 degrees warmer than has ever 
“Rainbow Masters ” communicating at this time as the Violet Ray-the Seventh Ray, the Ray of been seen in recent times past! You have tropical 
to help us get through Earth-Shan ‘s planetary Transmutation. All is unfolding as it should, and fish appearing in the waters off Northern California 
transition and rebalancing. though many days appear as if they are heading and British Columbia. 

In Journal #7, called THE RAINBOW 
MASTERS, Germain says: “I head up the 
program for the thrust of the Seventh Ray, for it 
is the Transmuting Ray. I am passionate about 
it, unbending regarding its use for Purity, Truth 
AND FREEDOM-FREEDOM OF THY GOD 
SELF, IN THE SERVICE OF THE CHRISTOS, 
WHICH IS GOD-PURE AND SIMPLE: GOD 
FPd’EDOM EXPRESSED IN MANIFEST FORM 

down the - slippery 
slope, I assure you that 
all is occurring within 
its proper sequence of 
events. These are the 
times which have long 
been spoken of, and 
these are the times 
which shall try the 

In the hours of apparent 
darkness, you ones will need 
to focus upon the Light and 
stand in the Strength of your 
convictions, 

In San Francisco, the 
waters are at least 25 
degrees above the 
“normal” range, and 
this is but a sampling 
of what is occurring all 
up and down the 
seacoast of the 
Americas. Even your 
weather forecasters are 

IN THEE AND IN ME.... tenacity of all souls present upon the Earth. warning you ones to “batten down the hatches”, so 
“If ye wish to sum the measure of my This is the time of the Great Transmutation; to speak, as the rainfall (and possibly snowfall) 

existence in all prior times, please let it be said, others call it the time of the Great Tribulation. amounts are expected to be three times what 
‘He lived to make men free ‘. . , . However, it is all in the perception of things, would typically be expected for the upcoming 

“Zn all my times upon thyplace, I have sought is it not? For those who are focusing upon the Winter months. 
to stand squarely on a platform of basic human Light of God, the times shall be considered If you could view your planet down at the very 
rights for a responsible, reasoning public transmuting. For those focusing insteadupon the core, you would see that there are many 
education in the principles of liberty and equal great darkness, their days shall be numbered as fluctuations taking place there, causing the 
opportunity for all. I have efforted to teach thee tribulation. magnetic field of your planet to fluctuate as well. 
ones to espouse your inalienable DIVINE RIGHT There is no doubt that these times are difficult, Since the systems of all living creatures upon your 
to live life according to your highest conception even for those in the Light. Yet, how much planet are attuned to the natural magnetic pulses 
of GOD. No right, however simple or basic, can greater would be the pain if ye were walking in and frequencies of the planet itself, all living 
long be secure without the underpinning of the total darkness? In the hours of apparent creatures are also experiencing the same “roller- 
Spiritual Graces and the Divine Law that instills darkness, you ones will need to focus upon the coaster ride”. 
a compassionate righteousness in the exercise Light and stand in the Strength of your These fluctuations of biological frequencies 
thereof AIways. I have efforted to make thy convictions. are causing all sorts of odd behavior, discomforting 
country a fortress against ignorance and Great are the temptations to strike out at, and aches and pains (especially in areas of the back, 
superstition, where Christ achievement could to be seduced by, the darkness. And these base of the skull, and shoulders, where there are 
blossom, anddevotion to THE ONE couldprosper temptations will only grow stronger in the coming denser complexes of nerve-muscle function), 
in the quest for the Holy Truth (Grail). . . . days, for you have but seen the mere beginnings of mental confusion and simple inability to focus 

“I have always efforted at being an immortal the transmutation process upon your planet. mentally, plus a myriad of other odd maladies. 
spokesman for your scientific, religious and As all things continue to exhibit signs of So, do not despair in thinking you are “falling 
political liberties. I believe that humanity shall change-from your weather to your politics- apart”. Rather, these are “only” your physical 
accept as an axiom for its conduct the principle know that change is what transmutation is all body’s reactions to Mother Earth’s tremendous 
for which I have laid down my life: the right to about. You cannot achieve higher-frequency “growing pains” of sorts. 
investigate. It is the credo of free men-this existence without this condition of change. And These magnetic fluctuations will eventually 
opportunity to try, this privilege to err, this because ALL are involved upon your planet, cause a reversal of the magnetic poles of planet 
courage to experiment anew. including the planet itself, all things, therefore, Earth. THIS IS NOT THE SAME AS A 

‘I We scientists of the human spirit shall are changing-the planet and its inhabitants. Even PHYSICAL POLE SHIFT (of the Earth’s rotational 
experiment, experiment, experiment, ever the four-legged creatures, the winged ones, and axis, which is in its own condition of instability at 
experiment. Through centuries of trial and error, those that swim in the waters, seem to you to be present). This simply means that the planet’s 
through agonies of research, let us experiment confused. You two-legged ones are certainly in a magnetic forces will switch order of flow. Yes, 
with laws and customs, withmoney systems and most confused state and this is all due to the this will have an effect upon compasses and all 
governments, until we chart the one true course. ” massive and unprecedented changes that are other magnetic instruments. But that, believe it or 

For more background on this important occurring at the present time. not, is the very least of your worries at present! 
group of teachers, the “Rainbow Masters “, You have been forewarned, over and over What you DO need to be focusing upon at 
plus earlier writings by them, refer to the Back again, that this time was approaching. Well, present are the effects upon your third-dimensional 
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existence resulting from the fluctuations in these 
subtle, basic life-force energies. You ARE being 
affected, only some are more sensitive to the 
changes than others. Those who are naturally 
sensitive are experiencing even more difficulty 
than they have in the past, and it is important for 
these ones to have understanding of w.hat is 
occurring to them. 

It is important that you not “fight” these 
changes, but learn to switch your own frequency 
to match that of your planet. You ones are often 
quite resistant to change, and this, my dear friends, 
is a MOST MAJOR change you are going to have 
to deal with. You have the option of refusing to 
accept and go with the changes, but you will only 
be hurting yourself, for the planet is not going to 
sit back and wait until you are ready. Many are 
fighting the changes, and therein are actually 
choosing to depart the planet. This pattern will 
continue and will but increase in the coming days. 

However, there are also many who are going 
to choose to leave of their own accord-not 
because they refuse to accept the changes, but 
because they have effected the changes they came 
here to accomplish and their work is finished. 
These ones are so “tuned-in” to the progression of 
the planetary transmutation that they KNOW 
exactly what is occurring and are choosing to 
cross over to be of greater assistance from the 
non-physical realm. They will simply pick up 
“new bodies” on the other side to continue their service. 

How will you know who these ones are? Most 
likely you will not. And if the truth is to be known, 
it is really none ofyour business! YOUR business 
is to concern yourself with YOUR own 
challenges of living- and that will keep all of 
you more than busy. Believe me! 

The distractions are many these days for all of 
you, and besides having to deal with the planetary 
changes, you are being bombarded by the news of 
one Earth-shaking event after another. It is well 
that you attempt to be informed, but be careful as 
to just how much of the drama and emotion you 
get suckered into. That is how the adversary will 
keep you from focusing your energies in the proper 
direction. And, oh yes, the adversary is working 
powerfully, and is in “overdrive” right now, for 
the time of darkness is very shortened, and there 
is a great push underway by the forces of darkness 
as they work to keep both the Light and the 
Lightworkers at bay. They know their demise is 
imminent, and are wishing to prolong their reign 
of terror as long as possible. 

Be very careful these days with whom you 
associate, for the dark powers have set their sights 
upon the workers of Light. They will come to you 
presenting as “angels of the light”. But it is your 
responsibility to test each and every one, for they 
can be very seductive and very desirable to your 
lower energies. Take great caution, and do not be 
taken-in.. by every one who comes your way, 
seemingly as a “friend”, in the coming days. 

Many of you are finding yourselves in trying 
and changing personal situations, and you are the 
ones being severely tested by the dark forces. 
Shield yourselves well, and do not allow yourselves 
to be overwhelmed in self-doubt and fear as you move 
forward on the new paths your lives are taking. 

You created the changes because you were 

following the guidance ofthe Lighted Gnes. Thus, 
many of you removed yourselves from dangerous 
situations and places. Many more of you are, at 
present, making these changes. Stand firm in the 
strength of your convictions in the days ahead. Be 
certain you are making your OWN decisions, 
based upon careful evaluation of your inner 
knowledge, and not on doubt or fear. Be certain 
that you are NOT basing your decisions uponthe 
expectations of, or assumed obligations to, another. 
You and ONLY you can know the truth that lies. 
within self. 

You may find that previous friends, family, 
and acquaintances will be no more. Fret not, for 
each one is changing, and that which was may be 
no more a necessity. Each one of you must look 
within and make decisions based upon your 
own chosen path, and that path may be 
separating from ones you have had associations 
with in the past. This is all part of the changes 
taking place. 

Appreciate when any separation is for the 
benefit of all involved, and is but part of the larger 
transitionary period you are experiencing. Paths 
may, at some point in the future, cross again; but 
you may not know that at present. 

Walk forward upon YOUR Lighted path, 
placing one foot surely and firmly in front of the 
other, and take one step at a time. You may 
sometimes find yourself running, but you’ll still 
be placing one foot in front of the other. Only the 
pace will have quickened! 

Be diligent in the coming hours and days, but 
do not allow yourselves to be overwhelmed with 
all the changes taking place. As I stated earlier, 
all is occurring in its proper sequence ofevents, 
and all things really are in their proper season, 
even though, from your perspective, everything 
seems out of control and out of balance. Well, 
chelas, the balance has been missing for such a 
great long time, that you ones are confusing the 
process of re-balancing with chaos. 

Take it as it comes, for there is order in this 
time of change. Lift your frequency to that ofyour 
planet and you will find yourselves less at the 
mercy of the changes. We have, in past lessons, 
given you many practical suggestions for achieving 
this raising of frequency. For now, let us simply 
suggest that you monitor that which gives you a 
feeling of positive upliftment-such as comes 
with the cultivation of humor and joy and 
purpose -and make such a part of your daily 
spiritual “diet”, in conjunction with calling upon 
we of God’s Hosts for guidance and protection. 

We are with you- know that always. You are 
not alone and you are being watched over and 
guided continually-only most of you are not 
aware of the Guides who stand ready to take your 
hand and assist you. 

1 am Violinio St. Germain, of the Seventh, the 
Violet, Ray of Transmutation. I stand with all the 
other Masters of transition and Hosts of God of 
Light, at the ready station to serve in these days of 
your Great Transition. I say to you: shall it be a 
time of transmutation and growth into Radiance 
for you, or shall it be a time of tribulation, pain, 
and chaos? Mother Earth knows her destiny, and so 
shall you be master of yours-one way or the other! 

salu. 
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